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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the general hypothesis that the

poor have unique problems with family planning because their

life situation or day-to-day tifestyle makes planning in

general a meaningless activity. The assumption underlying

this research is that planning for the future, essentially

a middle-c1ass phenomenon' tends to be lackÍng, among poor

persons. Consequently, the motivation to delay or prevent

pregnancies by means of contraception is rejected as a mean-

ingless, futile activity. The unique life situation of the

poor eventually results in higher numbers of births for poor

women than for other socio-economic groups

The conceptual framework, loosely based on suggestions

made by Chil-man (1968, f973), maintains that attitudes

theoretically related to the life situation of the poor will

have an effect on both family planning attitudes and behav-

iours. Five attitudinal scales based on research by Rainwater

(1960, 1965) and others were uÈílized in order to operation-

alize the life situation concept: planning orientation, sex

role attitude, attitude toward sex, locus of control, and

conjugal role relationships. Àttitudinal scales measuring

concerns with family planning were selected to define atti-

tudes toward family planning, and "actual births" provides

a measure of family planning behaviour.

Ten specific hypotheses were generated to test the gen-

eral hypothesis. They were designed to test each life sit-

uation attitudinal scale against family planning attitudes
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and behaviours. Brief ly, they v¡ere:

There will be a positive relationship betweein lifesituation (pranning orientation, sex rore attitude,attÍtude toward sex, locus of control, conjugal rorerelationships) and family planning concerns.

There will be a negative relationship between lifesituation and actual births.

stated simpry, the more favourable or riberal a personrs

attÍtude is toward the various rife situation Écales, the
more likely she is to be concerned with family planning, and

the less children she is rikely to have. The more unfavour-
abre or conservative a person's attitude toward the life
situation scales, the less rikery she is to be concerned with
family planning, and the more children she is likery to have.

The study is a primary analysis of data colrected in
a survey conducted in the winnipeg Health sciences l¡Íomen t s

centre outpatients clinics. The research hypotheses deal-
ing with family planning concerns were tested using pearson,s

r correlations. Those hypotheses dealing with actual births
I^rere tested using first order partiar correlations in order
to control for the effect of age on births. The sampre pop-

ulation was divided into two subsamples, poor and non-poor,

in an attempt to demonstrate that the life situation variabl-es

would have a greater effect on the attitudes and behaviour

of the poor.

The resurts show a statistically significant positive
correration between the life situation variables and famij-y

planning concerns. Differences between poor and non-poor

subsamples $rere evident in all five tests of hypotheses r âs

( iii)



predict.ed.

Three of the five hypotheses testing the effect of life

situation on actual births produced statistically significant

negative correlations. Differences between poor and non-

poor subsamples were not always evident.

The general hypothesis was accepted, with reservations.

The conclusion arrived at was that poor Persons are affected

by their life situation in such a ltray that thêy tend to be

unconcerned with family planning, and they experience slightly

more births as a resulÈ. The study ends with generaliza-

tions and implications for further research.

(iv)
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION 3 THE RESEARCH PROBI,EM

ïn the area of family planning, the poorl are fre-
quently recognized as a group with special needs and prob-

lems. The dÍfficulties which poor people tend to exper-

ience in delaying and preventing preg,nancies are well
documented in the family planning literature. ,These prob-

lems include high proportions of unwanted births and abortions,

risks to health, and large numbers of t,eenage pregnancies.

Many of the poor attempt to plan their families, but con-

flicting motivations often render this planning ineffective.

The family planning attitudes of the poor generally indi-.
cate a lack of concern with the issues involved, even while

practising birth control. Under these circumstances, it is
not surprising that the poor are frequently characterized

as ineffective family planners. For this reason, the study

of family planning among the poor was selected as the sub-

ject of thís sociological st,udy.

The most promising framework for understanding the

unigue and problematic "family planning profile" of the

ltor the purpose of this thesis, "the poor" are defined
in terms of the category outlined by the National Council of
Welfare (1977 ) as the "non-r,¡orking poor"; i.e., those respon-
dents who identify themselves as currently receiving social
assistance. That smaller segment of the population that is
currently employed but reports an annual income of less than
$4r000.00, often termed the "working poor" (National Council
of Welfare, 1-975), is also included in this definition of
the poor.

1
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poor is the "life style" or life situation concept advanced

by Chilman. Basically, the life situation approach contends

that family planning is a practice not generally accepted

by the poor as a solution to their problems. According to

Chilman, planning for the future is primarily practicefl by

the middle class, and is largely irrelevant to persons in

a situation of extreme poverty. This general lack of plan-

ning is mirrored in the specific lack of conce,rn with

family planning as a means of improving one's situation in

1ife. As Chilman states:

The poverty situation itself tends to lead to
inadequate family planning practices. As we
have seen, early family formation and large
family size are associated with such situa-
tional factors as low occupational status,
low income, Iittle educationr discrimination,
isolation in rural slums or urban ghettos, and
inaccessibility of contraceptive services.
Large family size is one of the outcomes of
this total situation; in turn this outcome
tends to reinforce the poverty situation. And
this situation tends to produce life styles
that foster attitudes and practices inimical
to effective contraceptive behaviour.

These tife styles tend to sÈand in the
way of actively pJ-anning (as opposed to vaguely
hoping) for a stable marriage, child-spacing,
small family size and positive marriage, child-
spacing, small family size and positive future
goals for one's self and one's children.
(chilman, L9732 176-177) .

Thus, the context in which the poor attempt to plan

their families appears to present obstacles to the effective

prevention of unwanted pregnancies. The life situation con-

cept woul-d seem to be a useful framework for investigating

the problems of family planning among the poor. The con-
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tribution made by Chilman, however extends no further than

her excellent suggestion of the life situation of the poor

as an explanation for their difficulties with farhily plan-

ning. No research was carried out by Chilman on family

planning and the poor. Consequently, the life situation

concept was not applied in research.

Lee Rainwater attempted to provide an understanding of

family planning difficulties of the poor by outlining the

social context in which they operated. While his studies

preceeded those of Chilman, they also suggested that an

environment of poverty had an effect on the attitudes' con-

cerns, and behaviourof individuals, (particularly with

reference to family planning). By means of lengthy inter-

views with relatively small numbers of respondents, Rain-

water uncovered a number of general factors which seem to

inhibit effective practice of family planning. .A "life

history" approach to. family design enabled Rainwater to make

a number of generalizations about the family planning prac-

tices of the poor. For the most part, he found the poor

lacked knowledge about sex and were often misinformed about

contraceptives. In working families, the activities of men

and women tend to be sharply separated, with women doing

housework and raising children while men "support the

family". Children often provide a source of status and

gratification to poor coup1es.

Although Rainwaterrs findings seemed to be a reason-

able report on the family planning concerns and behaviour

of the poor, his methodological procedure limited
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generalizations whích might be made about the poor. Though

his findings supported the independent suggestion of Chilman;

i.e. r that the life situation of the poor raised barriers

to effective family planning, one would hesitate to state

that all poor People are ineffective family planners. In

addition, Rainwaterrs studies v¡ere published thirteen and

eighteen years ago. Àdvances in contraceptive methods and

changing attitudes and values may have altered, the fanily

planning profile of the poor in the meantime. Vthether or

not his findings apply to Canadian society also requries

investigation.
In the research on family planning (c.f. Balakrishnan,

et. al., L975, HiII, êt. aI., 1959), Èhe poor are usual-Iy

treated as the lowest "rungf" of the socio=economic ladder

of upper, middle and lower classes. They are seldom iso-

lated for study, in spite of the fact that each class has

motivations and interests concerning family planning which

are far different from those of other socio-economic arouPs.

Evidently, no real attempt has yet been made to

empirically test the effect of the life situation of the poor

on family planning. In this study an effort is made to apply

the promising "life situation" approach suggested by Chilman,

while at the same time avoiding the weaknesses of previous

research.

This research strives to determine what effect, if ânlr

the life situation of the poor has on family planning attitudes

and behaviour. The life situation concept is measured by
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five attitudinal scales theoretically related to family

planning. Attitudes toward family planning t oÍ family plan-

ning concerns, are also measured by attitudinal scales.

A single item is employed to investigate family planning

behaviour. In order to determine whether the family planning

attitudes and behaviour of the poor are indeed unique,

respondents were classífied as either "poor" or "non-poor"

according to the criterion previously set forth.

This study is expected to make several important con-

tributions to sociological knowledge about family planning.

As previously stated, this family planning research is one

of few attempts to focus on the poor. This can be expected

to have policy implications for those social agencies

currently attempting to provide family planning services for

the poor. The present study also aPpears to be the first

to use the "life situation" approach to analyze the family

planning attitudes and behãviour of the Poor. Canadian data

is also generated by this study. This will hopefully add

to the information available on family planning in Canada.

By concentrating on attitudes toward family planning as

well as actual behaviour, an attempt has been made to in-

vestig4te the underlying reasons for the unique "family

planning profile" of the Poor.

Thus, by investigating the affect of the life situ-

ation of the poor on family planning attitudes and be-

haviours in a Canadian setting, the study endeavours to

contribute to existing knowledge in the sociology of famJ-Iy
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planning.

Organization of Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized in the fol-

lowing manner. The existing research literature in the

area of family planning and the poor is outlined and evalu-

ated in Chapter II. The emergence of the "Iife situa-

tion" as a relatively new concept utilized to predict both

a lack of concern with family ptanning and higher parity

among the poor is outlined.

In Chapter III, the methods by which scales were de-

veloped to measure the independent and dependent variables

are presented. The operational-ization of the life situation

concept and family planning concerns is discussed- The

research hypotheses developed through examination of the

inadequacies of existing research outlined, and the methods

of data manipulation and statistical anlaysis are set

forth.
The fourth chapter deals with the results of the study.

The correlations between independent and dependent variables

are presented and discussed in light of the research

hypotheses.

Chapter V consists of a Summary and discussion of the

results. Shortcomings apparent in the. results are also

discussed. The relative "success" of this research in

meeting the original objectives is also dealt with. The

implications of this study in terms of the field of family

planning and of future research in the area are also

presented.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERÀTURX

Introduction

The following review eritically evaluates the existing
research dealing with famiry planning ¿Lmong the poor. The man-

ner in which family planning and related activities differs
between the poor and other socio-economic groups is set forth
in the overview. Fertitity patterns, famiry size (ideal, de-

sired, expected, and actual), and use of contraceptives are

discussed as examples of the unique "family planning profile"
of the poor.

Explanations for these social class differ-ences include
the "life situation!'of the poor and various aspects of the

irreievance of planning for an uncertain future. These aspects

incrude: lack of planning orientation, Locus of contror, con-

jugal role relationships, sex role attitudes, and attitude to-
ward sex. The differences between the poor and other socio-
economic groups, in terms of these life situation dimensions,

are useful in predicting class differentials in family planning

concerns. The unique "life situation" of the poor is expected

to result in a failure to consider the planning of one's famiry
as a viable course of action.

With the exception of the work by Rainwater, Chilman,
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and a few others, most family pranning studies do not isolate
the poor as the object of study; rather, broad social crasses

are analysed for differences in attitudes and behaviour. For

the purpose of thís review, however, discussion of research
findings will be timited to those findings dearing(with the
poor socio-economic group). Bnphasis will be placed on Cana-

dian data when it is available.

Fertility Differentials :

one of the factors most commonry associated with dif-
ferentials in fertility is socio-economic status. According
to Wrong:

The higher fertility of the rower crasses has been ob-served so often in so many differenL countries that theexistence of a negative correration between fertitity
and class or socio-economic status has virtually acqùiredthe force of a socio-demographic Iaw (wrong, Lg67, ir).

The population of the united states as a whole is cur-
rentry undergoing a general decline in fertility (sweet, rg74l.
Despite the fact that the difference in reproduction rates
between the upper, middre and rower classes is beginning to
narrow, the poorest segment of the population is stilr unique

in terms of severar fertility variables which serve to accen-

tuate the differences between their fertility patterns and

those of the rest of the popuration. The poor tend to marry

at an earlier age and to be younger at the birth of the first
child than other socio-economic groups (schorr, 1966: 173).

Familv PIa Overview
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In addition, "Iarge family size, children born mor.e closely

together, and a greater span of years of childbearing are

behaviours more likeIy to occur for low-income families"
(Schorr, L966: 173) .

As Canadian research indicates, fertility in Canada

has been steadily declining for the past twenty years (Bala-

krishnan, êt. aI., 1975) . In addition, a slight inverse re-

Iationship has been demonstrated between socio-economic

indicators and both age at marriage and the time between

marriage and the first birth in the Balakrishnan et. al.

Metropolitan Toronto Study (1975). Henripin (L972) reports

thatr on the whole, Canadian fertility decreases as family

income increases. According to Berg and Jackson: "Generally'
studies have shown that people with higher occupations or pro-

fessions have lower rates of reproduction than those lower on

the occupation scale" (1975: 41). However, Balakrishnan et.

aI. (1975) did not find any significant variation between

socio-economic status and the spacing of births. This may be

due to the use of very broad socio-economic categories, which

could tend to blur the type of results found when the poorest

segment of the population is isolated for study (as in Rain-

waterrs 1960 and 1965 studies, for instance).

Reproductive Idea1s, Desired and Expected Family Sizes

A. Reproductive Ideals

It has been suggested that the poor may also differ
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from the non-poor ín terms of what they feel is the ideal
number of children for families to have

Early in life, a normative range of family size is
internalized. class, ethnic and religious membership all
have some infruences on family size values (!{estoff and pot-

vin, 1966). rn analyses of national surveys on pubric opi-
nion, Blake (1966, L967) determined that the two to four
chird family has encompassed the ideals of go-90s of men

and women since the 1930's. The average ideal in the 1960

survey v/as 3.6 chirdren. The ideal number of children re-
ported in the Canadian study by Balakrishnan et. al. (1975)

arso ranged from two to four, with three children being heLd

as the most popular ideal family size.
Methodologícal problems with ideal famiry size have

been raised by Ryder and Westoff (1971) and Blake (1967),

particularry the possibility that respondents may not be an-

swering from the same frames of reference. since most Amer-

icans see themselves as "averagfe", Brake considers that their
answers generally refer to their notion of the average number

of children und.er normal conditions, rather than ideal condi-
tions (Blake, ]-967) . Consequently, differences between poor

and non-poor groups in terms of ideal numbers of chirdren
should be expected only to the extent that the two groups

have differentially internalized the norms.

B. Desired Famil-y Size

The desired number of chirdren t oÍ the number wanted
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at the time of interview as opposed to ideal family síze, is

considered to be a more realistic measure of family size pre-

ference. In the 1960 Growth of American Families Study by

Whelptonrêt. aI.r (1966) and the 1965 National Fertility Study

by Ryder and Westoff, (197I), the survey resul-ts indicated that

the desired family size was either insignificantly related to

socio-economic statusr or that there existed a positive rela-

tionship between social status and the number of children

desired. These survey results seemed to raise doubts about

the cotnmon assertion that low socio-economic couples want more

children than the rest of society (Harkavy, êt. â1., f969).

C. Expected Family Size

According to B1ake (1966), the number of children a

woman expects to have by the Èime she has reached menopause

is a relatively good. predictor of actual family size. If

most couples have an expected family size of three children,

the average family size in the country will likely be three

children.
The poor are frequently characterized as reporting an

expected family síze which is great.er than their desired fa-

mily size. This means that they probably give birth to more

children than they would actually prefer to have. Since

there is an obvious difference between expected and desired

famity síze, poor families are experiencing unwanted children.

In both the Growth of American Families Study (Whelpton et. aI.
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1966) and the National Fertility Study (Ryder and Westoff,

1971), "expected" exceeded "desired" family síze in all socio-

economic classes. In contrast, the Balakrishnan et. al. (1975)

study found that the total number of children expected was

lower than both the ideal and desired family size and was not

related to income.

D. Actual Family Size

Most studies include information on parity, which is

the number of children to whom a woman has ever given birth.

This includes chil-dren who have died, been given up for adop-

tion, or are living ar¡¡ay from home" Parity is of use in gain-

ing descriptive informat,ion about the sample, when compared

with the other three family síze variables mentioned above.

For example, íf parity exceeded the number of children a woman

desired, this would provide a measure of unwanted births. si-

milarly, if expected family size is greater than parity' one

could predict that the respondent is planning for more births.

This approach was used successfully by Bumpass and t{estoff
(f970) in their study of family planning among older women.

Parity is also useful in differentiating between socio-

economj-c groups. The poor have generally been portrayed as

having larger numbers of children than the non-poor (Westhoff

et. â1., 1961; l,{helpton et. al., 1966) .

On the basis of these findingsr I¡I€ would expect the

poor segment of our sample to have family size desires similar
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to the results found in other studiesi i.e., wíthin the two-

to-four child range. "Expected" family size shourd be greater
than "desired" famiry size, if the women in our study fit in
wíth our expectat,ions and did not use contraceptives to as

great a degree as other groups in the population. parity is
expected to be greater for the poorr on the average, than for
the non-poor in the sample.

Contraceptive Use and Contraceptive Failure
There are clear differences between the poor and the

non-poor in terms of contraceptive use. Firstly, the poor

tend to use cont,raceptives at a rater date in the family life
cycle than do the non-poor. Rainwater (1965) reports that
they frequently wait until after they have all the children
they wantr or after they have one or more unwanted pregnan-

cies, before they even begin to use contraceptives regurarly.
This is rerated to the general lack of planning orientation;
t.he poor tend not to consider their entire child-bearing ca-

reers (and the likerihood of further births) to as great, a

degree as do other sections of the population.

Secondly, the poor tend to use less effective methods

of contraception than they might. They are said to use non-

prescription method.s with lower efficacy rates, such as foam

and suppositories, to a greater extent than the non-poor. On

the other hand, they are said to avoid highly effective methods

such as pills and I.U.D.rs, which require a doctorrs supervi-
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kedry dífferent attitudes and behaviour in terms of
reproductive idears, and use of contraceptives. rf
situation concept is to be of use in accounting for
ferences, it must be operationalized along the lines
in the research literature.

fertility,

the life
these dif-
set forth

Explanations in the Literature
Iri€e Situation of the poor

According to Rainwater (1960, 1965) and Chilman (1969,

L973) ttre "social marginarity,' of the poor has important im-
plications in terms of their basic orientation--to rife in
general, and to famiry planning in particular. Middl_e class
life is popurarly characterized as concerned with a ,'pranning

orientation". This is defined by Rainwater (1965) and others
as the setting of long and short term goals for materiar goods,
the'socialization of children, occupatíonal and social mobility
and the systematic striving for these goals.

For the poor, however, the situation ís quite different.
rn a milieu where employment is at best uncertain, where food
and housing are not always assured, stríving toward the achieve-
ment of rong or short term goals is largely irrerevant. rt is
meaningless for the people in this situation to concern them-
serves with "what the future may bring" when their circumstan-
ces frequently change drastically from one week to another. The

"rive for today" orientation said to characterize the poor ap-
pears to serve as a defence against the frustrations and
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disappointments inherent in long-range planning.
ïn particular, the family life styles (or life situa_

tion) of the poor appear to be crosely related to a rack of
motivation to practice family pranning and to a tack of suc-
cess in birth planning. pohlman sees this situation as one

of the factors preventing a family from escaping from the si-
tuation of severe poverty: ,

To break.out of the cycle of poverty, parents must givetheir children education and òther ádvántages. The bar-riers to the poor are maniford, incruding ftre psychoro-gical factors associated with a whore wa! of, rite. Butthe financial- barrier is an important onè. The financialcosts of having additional chÍldren play an important rolein this group. poor peopre do not want more children thando others--indeed, they often want fewer--but they havemore" They have larger families and more unwanteã chil-dren than higher economic groups (pohl_man, L9692 r7z-L73).
Not many wourd agree wíth pohrman that family pranning woutd

enabre the poor to "break out of the cycle of poverty,'. Hav-

ing fewer or more widely spaced offspring will not necessariry
result in an easing of the financial burden for those on weI-
fare, for instance. Nonetheless, the effective practice of
family pranning might be of some use to the poor in rerieving
some of the pressures on their dairy life. rn the case of
many of those living in a situation of extreme poverty, how-

ever, problems associated with the practice of family planning
preclude this solution to the problem.

rt must be stressed that the "lack of pranning orien-
tation" found in the literature is interpreted for the purpose

of this research not as an inability of the poor to systemati-
cally plan their future, but as the irrerevance of this type
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of planning to the more unstable life situation ot the poor.

Naturally, the unstable life situation has important
imprications in terms of the "day-to-day rife" of this group

of people. The family structure, when judged by midd,le class
standards, appears to be much more unstable--earlier age at
marriage, higher rate òf dissolution of marriages, earlier
age at the birth of the first child, higher incÍdence of sin-
gle parent families, etc. (Chilman, L96B).

Components of the Life Situation Concept:

In addition to the socio-demographic variables com-

monly used for classifying subjects and their responses, a.

number of attitudinar variabres rnrere evident in much of the

literature. In a review article, Chilman summarized the

findings up to 1968 dealing with family planning and the

poor.

[A] spects of family life styles more prevalent among
groups d.we1ling in long-term, severe poverty are like1y
to be associated with their problems in family planning.
Various studies (Rainwater, 1965; Komarovsky, L962¡ Her-
zog, 1963; Misra, L967') indicate that:
1. A larger proportion of working-c1ass and ¡niddle-class

families than very poor famities report happy marri-
ages and mutually satisfying sex relationships.

2. Very poor men and women have a greater tendency to
live in guite separate social and psychological worlds
with little communication between husband and wife,
whereas communication and shared activities are clearly
related to marital happiness, and sex satisfaction,
communication, and marital happiness are closely asso-
ciated with effective family planning.

3. Hostile and mutually exploitative attitudes are more
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likely to occur between the sexes in poverty groups,the male tends to play an authoritariãn ro.1ã in tñe'family- illegitimacy rates are higher; a larger num_ber of marriages are broken by divórce, deserlion,and separation; very poor peoþre are rikery to haveextremely limited knowledge about sex, repioduction,
and childbirth.

4- sex rerations are tikery to be seen as proof of onersprorâ/ess as a man or v¡oman rather than as a part of aninterpersonal rerationship. peer group pressures forpremarital and extramarital sex exþerienèes are strong,
These experiences are apt to be imþursively enteredinto and situationally determined. the ma-le often seestittre reason to protèct the femare from pregnancy insuch relationships and the female frequenlly sees littlepoint in preparing herself in advance for sãx relationsthat may or may not occur and a pregnancy that may or
may not take place in consequence.

5. Parents are apt to fear giving sex education to theirchildren in the belief that this may lead to ',trouble".Misrars study (1967) provides clues to the relation
between ignorance, shame and fear of sex, ad rack ofcontraceptive effectiveness. Ir[ares in his sample whowere shy and modest about sex were ress likery toapprove of family pranning, less informed a¡out it,and less apt to pract,ice it (chilman, 1g68: r77).
The forlowing five dimensions of the life situation

of the poor either differentiated between the poor and the non-
poor or were found to be of utirity in explaining the famiry
planning attitudes and behaviour of the poor.

A. Planning Orientation:

A lack of pranning orientation is considered to be an

aspect of the life style of the poor which herps to exprain
their family planning concerns to a certain degree. According
to Rainwater (1960), planning for the future is essentially a

middle-class phenomenon, not found to as great a degree among

the poor:
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Working class people are uncertain about the future;
they accept things as given and pour little energy into
either self-exploration or exploration of t.he outer
world. They tend to view thinking negatively, to regard
thought and. planning as painful activities to be engaged
in only under the pressure of great necessity. Even then
they are not optimistic, sÍnce they feel that the best
they can do will not be sufficient to overcome adversity--
one may be spared unpleasantness by good fortune, one may
be lucky, but one cannot be personally successful against
difficulty. Such a world view and way of thinking
about oneself ín the world are not conducive to effective
family planning. Indeed, they tend to discourage family
planning and the hope it ímplies, lest one court disap-
pointment (Rainwater, 1960: 52-53) .

fn terms of planning oners family, what one is in es-

sence planning is not really parenthood at all, but nonparent-

hood. Rainwater states that people thus tend to consider not
planning as the natural way of doing things, and planning as

an artificial way of behaving (Rainwater, 1960). Consequently,

it seems that a lack of planning orientation is likeIy of some

importance in attempting to explain the difficulLy of spacing

births and preventing pregnancies that is frequently associated

with poor couples.

B. Locus of Control:

Another aspect

dealt with in terms of

is usually defined as

of the life style of the poor is usually

fatalism ¡ oE locus of control. Fatalism

a belief that what happens in the world

is determined by external forces (e.9., fat,e, Iuck, destiny)

against which people's efforts are not likely to be effective.
God or fate or some other force which is held to be responsible,

will bestow the number of children a couple is felt to "deserve"
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no matter hovr they feel about the matter. rn light of this,
the poor are held to believe that planning is not really ne-
cessary in terms of decisions made or actions taken with
reference to family planning.

There is even considered to be an element of luck in-
volved in the use of contraceptives. According to Rainwater,
many ineffective users behave as if using a contraceptive were

important mainry as an indication of good intention. rf one

is "good" about contraceptÍon, one deserves to be treated kin-
dry by fate, and occasional rapses in use may therefore be

"forgiven" by fate"
Macdonard utirized the notion of internal-externar.

locus of control in an attempt to predict the practice of
birth control. He defined the terms as follows:

People who believe that their destinies are controtledby chance or powerful others are rabelled ,'externals".
. "rnternals" are those that believe that they canexercise some control over t,heir reinforcements (úac-donald, L970: 206') .

These concepts v/ere arso utirized by v{irriamson, who

predicted that those subjects with external orientations might
be less likely to attempt to cont,ror their own pregnancies
since they rack berief in personal control in general. using
Rotterrs (1966) r-n scare (internal-external), he found that
this relationship herd for the unmarried subjects in his sam-

p1e (Williarnson, 1970) .

Conjugal RoIe Relationships:c.

coniugar role relationships and communication between
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spouses are another aspect of the life situation of the poor
which is closely related to their famiry pranning attitudes
and behaviour. Rainwater states that the role relationships
of the poor are more highry segregated than are those of the
middle class. He has found that, in the rower-lower crass,
the husband tends to participate minimally and in specialized
ways around the home. The wife carries the responsibility
for the home and children rargely by herserf, and she serdom
parÈicipates with her husband (Rainwater, 1965) in outside
activities.

rn research carried out by Hirr, stycos and Back in
Puerto Rico, communÍcation between spouses was used an expla-
natory variabl-e in attempting to discover some correrates of
fertility control. They found that interpersonal communica-

tion was strongly associated with continued use of birth con-
trol (Hi11r êt. al., 1959) .

According to Rainwater, those coupres with highly
segregated role rerationships will be less effective family
planners than those couples who communicate with each other
and participate in joint activities (Rainwater, 1965).

rn his study of poor women in cari, corombia, however,
sear (1975) found that communication between spouses was of
lit,tle value in predicting current use of contraceptives. He

suggests that modern contraceptives, such as the pirr and the
r.u.D., which have come into common usage since the studies
by Rainwater (1960, L96S) and Hill, et. al., (1959), require
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less consensus and communication for effective use_ than the
traditíonal methods. As a result, womenrs independence in
decision-making in terms of matters of famiry planning has
increased in the years since the other studies rlrere conducted
(Sear, L97S) .

D. Sex Role Attitudes:
The configuration of attitudes toward the status of

r^¡omen is considered to be another aspect of tife style of the
poor whích wilr have some bearing on their attitudes and. be-
haviour in terms of family planning. Rainwater stat.es that,
as v/omen increase in status by becoming more invorved in the
labour force, with concomitant higher education, they wirl be

more fully exposed to family planning ideas, and with them

the notions of spacing births and deraying pregnancies. Ba-
sically, the act of bearing and raising children serves to
cement the wifers stat,us as dependent on the husbandrs. Family
planning behaviour may become more appealing to the women who

are increasingry coming to desire independence from their spou-
ses (Rainwater, 1965). For the poor, increasing responsibility
on the part of women in otner areas may arso bring about an

increase in their feering of responsibility for the planning
associated with delaying or preventing pregnancy.

E. Attitude Toward Sex:

Another consideration in an attempt to deal with the
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family planning attitudes and behaviour of the pooT is atti-
tude toward. sex. nainwater has crassified the couples inter-
viewed. into two groups: those dispraying an attitude of
mutuality in their sexual relations (in which husband and

wife enjoy intercourse often) and those displaying an atti-
tude of rejection (in which sex is rejected, usually by the
wifer äs a meaningless activity). Rainwater maintains that
those with an attitude of mutuality wirl- generarly be satis-
fied with their family ptanning method, ¿rid that these women

tend to use female-related methods of contraception more rea-
dily. Among those wít,h an attitude of rejection, he has found

very few effectj-ve contracept,ive users. For these coupres,

effectiveness frequentry depends on the ability to badger hus-
bands into using condoms t oÍ any other method which permits

the wifers avoidance of her own genitars. contrary to the

assumptions about the high rate of sexual activity among the
poor which are frequently made in the famiry planning litera-
ture, Placek and Herdershot (L974) reported that the poor are,
if anything, less sexually active than other socio-economic

classes. rn addition, many of the subjects in Rainwater,s in-
terviews reported no experience with, and littre knowledge of
sex before their marriages (Rainwater, I960).

The above findings on family planning attitudes and

behaviour of the poorr ês contrasted with the non-poor, only

deal in a selective fashion with the literature of the last
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few decades. A number of other attitudinal variar¡.les theo-
retically related to family planníng courd arso have been

mentioned, incruding attitude toward abortion (Brake, Lg7L,
and degree of traditionalism (Hill, et. âI., 1959) . However,

the resurts of these studies are often contradictory, and

questions and scales are not always rerevant to the modern

Canadian contexto ,

Summary

rn concrusion, this review of the literature has il-
lustrated the differences between the poor and other socio-
economic groups with reference to famiry planning and related
activities. The unique "life situation" of the poor, demon-

strated by a number of attitudinal concepts, has been suggested

as a possible reason for the lack of concern with family plan-
ning evidenced by the poorest socio-economic groups in several
previous studies. consequently, this basic framework was uti-
lized as the strategy for this research.

since the various components of the "rife situation"
concept were expected to have an effect on the famiry pranning
concerns of the poor, they were operationalized as independent

variabres based on aÈtitude scares designed for the purpose of
this thesis. These scares were intended to measure the five
dimensions of life situation outrined above: pranning orien-
tation, locus of control, conjugal role relationships, sex rol-e
attitudes, and attitude toward sex.
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similarly, concerns with family planning are considered

to be merely one aspect of the multi-dimensional concept

of family planning. The four concerns dealt with previously

are considered together to be one of the dependent variables

in this study. (The actual births, the number of births

a woman has experienced higher number of unwanted births,

as measured by expected family size minus desired family

size for each respondentr) provided a measure qf fertility

for both the poor and other socio-economic groups. Às the

life situation concept was expected to have an effect on

this measure, ,,actual births" \rtas also treated as a depend-

ent variable. The operationalization of these concePts

and the methodology employed in the study are discussed in

Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction:

rn this chapter, the procedures followed in the conduci
of this research are outlined. The background information is
first of all presented, dearing with the þretest, the sampre,
and the questionnaire administration. The selection of items
from the pretest by means of factor anarysis to form attitudi-
nar scales measuring the independent and dependent variables
is then discussed. The research hypotheses derived from the
review of the literature are presented. Finally, the means

by which the datar+se manipurated are set forth.

Background Information:

?\ . The pretest

Prior to the actual correction of the data, a pilot
study was conducted in February of 1976 in order to develop
adequate scales for the measurement of relevant variabres. A

guestionnaire containing a large pool of items derived from
the literature constituted the tool for the pretest. The

guestionnaire was ad.ministered to a random sample drawn from
a popuration of family pranning clinic patients and univer-
sity students. An attempt was made to select items which
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could be answered in a Likert-type format.
As the pilot test questionnaire contained a large

set, of items which were considered to be measures of the var-
iabres for the study, factor anarysis was performed

on the items. This analysis was performed on responses col-
lected from 150 respondents. Factor anarysis.is often used

to extract common factors in order to determine'whether or not
the clustering effect, ¿rmong several indices would warrant the
use of a smaller number of conceptual variables. consequentry,
the responses to each set of items v¡ere intercorrelated and the
matrix of intercorrerations h¡as factor anaryzed.

ït was decided to perform four initial and derived
factor sorutions on each set of items to guard against any
statistical artifacts which might enter our anarysis. The

initiar solutions \^¡ere: principar factor analysis, principal
component analysis, arpha factor analysis, and image analysis.
The derived sorutions utilized in the analysis of the pretest
resurts v¡ere vari-max and direct oblimin rotations' (Hunter,
1972) - This procedure has been recently recommended by Hunter
and Latif (1973) as a test of significance for the extracted
factors. As Hunter and Latif stater. "if factors can be found
that are robust across aIl solutions, then we should have some

confidence that our results are not simpry artifacts of the
solutions we use" (I973: 2I3).

rt was hoped that by using this procedure a more varid
and reliable series of scares could be constructed for the

i

i
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final questionnaire. The scales employed for this. study were

validated in terms of face and factorial validitv.

B. The Sample:

The data v¡ere collected in the Spring of L977 from 200

females attending family planning, prenatal and gynaecology

clinics in the Outpatientsr Department of the !{omenrs Centre

in f{innipeg. In order to test the various generalizations de-

rived from the existing literature, a quota sample was obtained.

According to Kerlinger:

One form of non-probability sampling is quota sampling,
in which knowledge of strata of the poputatÏ.on---sex,
race, religion, and so on--is used to select sample
members that are representative, "typical", and suit,able
for certain research purposes" (1973: L29\.

For'the purpose of this research, a quota of approximately 50t

was set for the "poor" category. Because of the difficulty of

obtaining a sample of women on welfare from any other sources

than the Womenrs Centre clinics, it was felt that a minimum

subsample of approximately one hundred out of a total sample

of two hundred should be aimed for.

C. The Questionnaire:

A self-administered questionnaire was employed as the

method by which data were collected. This method of inquiry
is not the general rul-e for family planning research: an

interview format is more frequently employed (e.9., Ryder

and Westoff , L97I; !,lheIpton, et. al., L966; Balakrishnan, êt.
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â1., L975) . However, these studies tend to focus on family
planning behaviour to a greater extent than on attitudes.
Since this study was designed to concentrate on the attitu-
dinal component of family planning, it was felt that the

anonymity assured respondents in a questionnaire situation
might aid them in answering honestly. Indeed, this was con-

firmed by comments made by several of the respondents retur-
ning completed questionnaires, many of whom expressed relief
at not having to sign their names to the forms. The ques-

tionnaire can be found in the Appendix to this thesis.

D- Questionnaire Ad.ministration:

Prior to the actual administration of the question-

naire the Assistant Head Nurse of the Outpatientsr Department

of the Womenrs Centre co-operated by providing a schedule of
the clinics for the four week period during which data were

collected.

The questionnaires v¡ere administered during the first
half hour of each of the Outpatient Clinics. Each potential
respondent was approached individually by the interviewer/
author. Upon id.entification of the int,erviewer as an affi-
liate of the Family Planning Research Project at the Univer-

sity of ltlanitoba, the nature of the study was then explained.

At this point, the individual was asked if she would be in-
terested in helping the study by filling out a questionnaire.

If the response was affirmative, the respondent was given a
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brank questionnaire and a pencir, and was informed. of the.
exact location of the interviewer in the waiting room, in
the event of any questions or problems. rt was expected that
this approach would lessen some of the problems with the word-
ing of some of the guestions which respondents with relatively
low education might experience.

Àbout 20* of the individuals approached,stated that
they did not wish to filt out the questionnaire. The reason
offered most often was lack of skilr with the EngJ-ish language.
Since no facilities for translation were available, these in-
dividuars hrere thanked for their troubler âs were those who

expressed no interest in the study at all
The rate of non-participation was lower than expected.

This was attributed, for the most part, to the long wait bet-
ween registering at the beginning of the crinic and seeing a
doctor, which varied between twenty minutes and an hour and

fifteen minutes. Those familiar with outpatient clinic pro-
cedure for the. most part welcomed the questionnaire as a di-
version which wouLd "give them something to d,o" during this
long wait. The guestionnaire took an average of fifteen mi-
nutes to complete. Those respondents who were called into the
doctorst offices before completing the guestionnaire were able
to finish whíle waiting for prescriptions or nurses' advice.

Operational Definitions of the Key Variables:
A. Measuring the DEpENDENT Variables:

1. Actual Births: The number of children to whom a eroman
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has given birth was serected as a measure of famiry pranning

behaviour. on the basis of differences between social classes

found in the review of the literature, it was susþected that
the poor might have larger number of children than the non-

poor in the sampre. whether or not actual births wourd be

infruenced by the life situation independent variables be-

came one of the focuses of this research

A measure of actual births was obtained with the follow-
ing item: "Ho$r many live-born children have you had, in-
cluding those that may have died?,, The analysis of the

relationships between life situation and actual births woul-d

have been misleading if Pearson's :r had been used to arrive
at the correlations, for the number of chil-dren a woman has

given birth to is partially a function of her age. The

older a person is, the more children she is like1y to have.

For this reason, partial correlations t¡ere computed between

Iife situation and actual births, controlling for age. This

procedure serves to remove the effect of age on parity,
suiting it better to the aims of this research.

OriginalÌy, "excess expected fertility" was to have

been used as a dependent variable measuring family planning

behaviour. This variable Ís constructed by subtracting a

respondentrs desired family size from her expected family
size, thus providing a measure of unwanted births. The item

selected to measure expected family size v/as: "Hovr many chil-
dren do you expect to have by the time you are fifty years
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old?" Desired famiry size was measured thus: "rf- you have
children, forget for a moment the number you have. rf you

could have the number of children you wanted, how many wourd
you have?"

Although satisfactory results hrere gained from the
pilot study conducted in 1976, a number of difficulties arose
in the use of excess expected fertirity in the actual study.
For a number of possible reasons, there was not a sufficient
"spread." between expected and desired famiry size to enable
the analysis to be carried out. Most respondents desired and

expected the same number of offspring. others reported that
they wourd rike to have more children than they expected.

one possÍbre reason for this discrepancy with most
existing studies ís the relative youth of the respondents. rf
a respondent has not experienced any unwanted births, she may

not expect to experience excess fertirity by menopause. Ano-
ther possible reason for the lack of range in the responses
is t'he difficulty the respondents may have had in understand- -

ing these two items. The education level of respondents in
the sampre was reratively low. Arthough every effort was made

to ensure that the clinic patients would understand all of the
items in the questionnaire, the wording of these two items
seems unclear and confusíng, in retrospect. This wourd be a

prime source of inaccuracies in a serf-administered question-
naire situation such as this or".1

lrh. low correrations between ,,excess expected ferti-lity" and atl other variabres for the totar =.*pi", the poor,and the non-poor, are presented in Tables g, g ãnd-10.
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TABLE 1

FACTOR LOADINGS ON Q'I]ESTIONS RELATED TO
FAT'IILY PI¿,NNING CONCERNS*

Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV h2

FPC01

ffcoz

FPC03

FPC04

FPCo5

FPC06

FPCoT

FPC0B

FPC09

FPCl0

FPC11

*ctz
Fttt3

Eigenvalues

Percent of
Varfance
Explalned

.169

.289

(.øqo\

(.e]-z)

(.687)

.L67

.L2B

-.062

-.064

.062

. r_36

.L7 5

.099

3. 361

.21-7

. r10

.229

.L07

.r76

.242

. r08

.004

. L72

.385

( .638)

(. se4)

(. sls)

1.856

-.o97

.014

-.041

-.072

-.0s8

-. 138

-.022

(. e18)

( .61 3)

.053

.108

.L25

.o2L

t.256

.059

.267

.r52

.051

.186

(.szz)

1746)

- .007

-.090

.r44

.L27

.209

-.011

T.L29

.088

.t67

.494

.852

.s4L

.3 78

. s85

.847

.4r7

.L76

.4s3

.443

.27 6

25.9 143 8.7q.7

*The questions can be found in Appendlx 1, section B, items r-13"
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consequently' actual births t ot parity, r¡ras emproyed
as the sole dependent variable measurÍng family pranning
behaviour.

2. Family Planning Concerns:

A set of items deveroped by Bogue (1970)', designed
to conduct a general inventory of motives for the practice
of contraception, was adopted as the measure of family plan-
ning concerns. The scale emproyed ín the pilot, study is a

modification of the one suggested by Bogue in A Moder rnter-
Family planning Evaluation

(1970).

tors.
rt is also similar to that used by other investiga-

A totar of twenty-one items measuring various family
planning concerns v/as included in the pilot study question-
naire. Factor anarysis was emproyed to reduce the number of
items, and to organize them into family planning concern
scal-es. only thirteen items which yielded a factor roading
of t.4 were retained for the actuar study. The factor load-
ings for the actual study are presented in Table 1.

These thirteen Likert scale items appeared to measure

the four dimensions of concern with famiry planning discussed
in the review of the literature. These are:

1. concern over the well-being of mother and children;
2- concerns regarding the cost of having a chiId, and
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the future of one's children

3. Concerns regardíng oners values and religious

beliefs as they relate to family planning behaviour; and

4" Concerns regarding the family size norm-

Once the actual survey ¡nTas conducted, these results

were also submitted to. factor analysis, in order to deter-

mine whether the four family planning concerns were again

factorially validated. Table I shows the extracted factors

defining family planning concerns in the actual study. It is

evident that only ten of the items v¡ere factorially validated;

items !, 2 and 10 had factor loadings of less than !-4.

concern over the well-being of mother and children

was measured by the following three items:

a. one way to maintain femalest physical and mental

health is to practice family planning.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

b. Practicing family planning is one way to insure

both mothersr and children's well-being.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

c. Family planning is important both for me and for
I

other people.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

The next three items were factorially validated as

measuring concerns regarding the cost of having a child, and

the future of oners children:

a. Most parents always need enough money to care
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for their children

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

b. People should be encouraged to practice family
planning as a way to help with the money situation in their
family.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

c. Parents should spend as much time as,they can

with their children.

Strongly Agree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

The third concern listed, regarding oners values and

religious beliefs as they are related to family planning be-

haviour, was operationally defined by two items:

a. It is my religious duty to have children.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

b. I feel that I have moral obligations to produce

children during my lifetime.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

Concern over the famÍly size norm was the fourth fac-
tor to emerge in the analysis of the study results, and con-

sisted of the following two items:

a) Each couple can control how many children it
will have.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

b) Newly married couples should plan ahead as to how

many children they should have.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
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Arthough it.ems L, 2 and 10 loaded in the pilot study,
they r^¡ere not part of any of the four family pranning concern

factors in the actual study. They u¡ere presented as forlows:
rtem r. How successful the chirdren are going to be in

getting a good job in the future should receive much atten-
tion by most parents.

StronglyAgree: I Z 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
rtem 2. Having more children than r think is the ideal

number would make it harder for me to give them the things
I want them to have in life.

StronglyAgree: I Z 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
rtem 10. The length of time between marriage and the birth

of the first baby is a matter of economic consj-deration.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
Clearly, the first two items are worded in a confu-

sing manner, and it is not surprising that consistent results
were not obtained. Arthough the first two ítems h¡ere expec-

ted to measure concern over the future of oners children, this
factor did not emerge on the basis of these two items. The

tenth item was chosen to measure concern over the cost of hav-

ing a child, but the factor loading of .385 was not high enough

to merit including it with the other three items. consequentry,

the above three items were not incruded in the analysis of
family planning concerns as a dependent variable.

Each of the four family planning concerns was opera-

tionalized in the following way. A swnmary index was made for
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each factor. This method is suggested by Likert a.s a means

of scoring such scales, and is further encouraged by

Babbie (1925). Brieflyr âs long as arl items in a particular
scare are measuring the same dimension, the scores a respon-
dent gives for a scale concern are totalled. For example, if
a woman in our study "strongly disagreed,', with aIl three items
measuring concern over werl-being of mother and,children, her
circred scores of 5, 5 and 5 wourd be added together for a

score of 15. This "summary index" wourd then be employed as

the measure of her concern on this particular dimension. con-

sequently, the family pranning concern j-ndices composed of
three items ranged from a score of 3 to a score of 15, mea-

suring responses of "strongry agree" to "strongly disagree"
on the items. Those ind.icescomposedof only two items ranged

from a score of 2 f.or a respondent who strongly agreed with
both items, to a score of 1o for one who strongly disagreed.

B. Measuring the INDEPENDENT Variables:

ter Îwo,

wouLd be

poor and

The five
in order

As discussed in the review of the literature in Chap-

it was decided that the life situation of the poor

employed as a predict,or of differences between the

the non-poor in family planning concerns and parity.
dimensions the life situat,ion concept are utilized
to operationalize the independent variables.

1. Planninq Orientation: pLanning Orientation is
by a series of statements which are face-valid indi-measured
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cators of this construct. A total of four attitudinal items

$rere included in the final questionnaire. The four items

constituting the scale were previously used by Spillane and

Ryser (f975) in their study of the fertility knowledge, atti-

tudes and practices of married men on welfare. Spillane and

Ryser factorially validated this scale by utilizíng principal

component analysis with orthogonal rotation. The items which

rÂrere defined aS measuring "planning orientation" of the res-

pondents are:

(a) It is important to make plans for one's life and

not just accePt what comes.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

(b) With things the way they are today' a person

ought to worry about the present and not the future.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

(c) It is j-mportant to know clearly in advance your

plans for the future.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

(d) Planning only makes a person unhappy since plans

hardly ever work out.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree

In order to construct a final scale for this variable'

factor analysis r¡¡as performed. Since all of the items had

high factor loadíngs, all were retained for the scale employed

in the actual studY.
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TABLE 2

FACTOR LOADINGS ON QUESTIONS REI,ATED
TO PLANNING ORIENTATION

Variables Factor I Factor 2 h2

Planning Orientation

Planning Orientation

Planning Orientation

Planning Orientation

Eigenvalue

Percent of Variance
Explained

I
2

3

4

(.7s0)

-,' 030

(.607)

-. 132

1. 68

41.9

-.108
(.62s)

-. 051

(. 7rl)
L.24

31.1

.575

.391

.37I

.523

As shown in Table 2, the two factors which emerged

roughly corresponded to "planning orientation" and "lack of
planning orientation". For the purpose of constructing the

summary index, items l- and 3 were recorded. As a result,
all four items now measured a "planning orientation" toward

the future. The scores ranged between 4 and 20. The higher

a respondent scored on this Likert scale, the more strongly

she displayed a favourable attitude toward planning her fu-
ture. If a respondent scored low, on the other hand, she

did not manifest a favourable attitude toward planning for
the future.

2.

suring sex

Sex Role Attitudes: A total of 14 items for mea-

the status ofrole attitudes, or attitudes toward
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v¡omen were included in the pilot study questionnaire. FacÈor

anarysis was used to reduce the number of items to g to form

the sex role attitude scare for the actual study. These items
are based on the L97o National Fertility study conducted by

Ryder and westoff. They were refined by Mason and Bumpass

(L974-75) in their study of sex role attitude changes, and

recentry used by Krishnan and Krotki (1976) in the Growth of
Àrberta Families study. The items which appeared to be fac-
toriarry varidated on the sex role attitude scare are:

(a) A pre-school child is likely to suffer if his
mother works"

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(b) A working mother can establish just as warm and

secure a relationship with her children of elementary school
age as a mother who does not work.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(c) It is much better for everyone involved if the

man is the achiever outside the home and the women t.akes care

of the home and family.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(d) Women are much hap:ie:: if they stay at home and

take care of their children.
StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(e) Young girls are entitled to as much independence

as young boys.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree
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(f) !{omen should be considered as seriously as men

for jobs as executives or politicíans.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(g) rf anything serious happened to one of the children

whí1e the mother v¡as working, she could never forgive herself.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(h) Many of those in women's r5-ghts organizations today

seem to be unhappy misfits.
StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 s Strongly Disagree

TABLE 3

FACTOR LOADINGS ON OUESTIONS RELATED
TO SEX-ROLE ATTITUDES

Variables Factor t Factor 2 h2

Sex Role I
Sex RoIe 2

Sex Role 3

Sex RoIe 4

Sex Role 5

Sex Role 6

Sex Role 7

Sex Role I
Eigenvalues

Percent of Variance
Explained

(.704)

(-.488 )

(.68r)

(.730)

-.2L4

-.23t
(.s64)

(. s8s)

3.010

37 .6

-. 073

(.77 4)

.l.72

. t87

.055

. OBB

.L47

.214

r. 109

13. 9

.500

.839

.493

.568

.049

.061

.340

.387

J-¡.rrnni''ê

Since sex-role attitudes v/ere selected to
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one dimension of the tife situation of the poor, i_t hTas ex-
pected that an unfavourable traditional attitude tor¿ard sex

role typing would be positivery related to both a rack of
concern over family planning and to parity.

The results of factor anal-ysis of the actual study,
as shown in Tabre 3, demonstrate that traditional and modern

sex-role attitudes are being measured. For the,purpose of
constructing the final scaIe, the fifth and sixth items were

excruded since they did, not have a factor roading of x.4 in
either of the two factors. rtem two was recoded in order to
measure a traditional attitude toward the role of women. Thus,

all six items chosen for the final scale measured. traditional-
sex role attitudes. The Likert method of scaling was again

employed. Respondents' scores could range from 6 which de-

notes the most modern attitude toward sex-roles, to 3 which

indicates a highly traditionaL att,itude.

3. Àttitudes Toward Sex: A Èotal of 34 attitude
ítems obtained from several studies of university students
conducted by Reiss (1960 and L967) were also included in the
pilot questionnaire. only eight items, which were factori-
a1ly validated, hrere selected to constitute the attitude
toward sex scare tor the actuar study. They are presented

as follows:
(a) A man and woman who marry should have their first

full sexual experience together.

StronglyAgree: l_ 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
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(b) Single v¡omen should feel free to initiate sexual
relations.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(c) Premarital sex is wrong.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(d) f would prefer to marry a virgin.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(e) rt would troubre me to marry someone with pre-

vious sexual experience.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(f) A person can have numerous sexual affairs and

bring deep, enduring emotional commitment to the per-
or she marries.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(g) Sex for its own sake is an empty, hollow experi-

i

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(h) Love is the only thing that really gives sex

meaning.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
The factor anarysis performed on the above itemsr Ers

presented in Table 4, indicates that arr eight items were

indeed measuring conservative-liberal attitudes toward sex.
It was decided that the Likert scale shoutd measure a liberal
attitude toward sex. The second and sixth items were recoded

so that all eight items in the scale measured a conservative

still
son he

ence.
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attitude toward sex. The responses on the Likert scare thus
ranged from g to 40. A score of eight would indicate that a

respondent strongly agreed with all conservat,ive statements
concerning sex. with a score of fortyr on the other hand, a

woman wourd have strongly disagreed with every conservative
statement, thus displaying a liberal attitude toward sex.
Thus, the higher the respondent,s score on this,sr¡nunary in-
dex, the more liberal attitude toward sex she displayed.

TABLE 4

FACTOR LOADINGS ON QUESTIONS RELATED
TO ATTTTUDE TOWARD SEX

Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 h2

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

Eigenvalues

Percent of Variance
Explained

(.s04)

(-.4s6)

(.78e)

(.610)

(.577',)

(-. s10)

.067

.100

2.922

36. 5

.249

. 133

. Ì15

.359

.229

-.L47
(.407)

(.577)

L.234

15. 4

.315

.226

.637

.501

.386

.282

.170

.343

On the basis of Rainwater,s (1965) study, it was
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predicted that an attitude of rejection concerning. sex, or a

conservative attitude, would be positively related to a lack
of concern with famÍly planning and to excess expected ferti-
lity. conversely, an attitude of mutuality or a liberal at-
titude toward sex, was expected to be positivery related to
concern with family planning and a lack of excess expected
fertility. since Rainwater and others reported'finding a

more conservative attitude toward sex among the poor, this
aspect of the life situation concept was expected Èo differ-
entiate between the poor and the non-poor.

4. Locus of contror: Five items measuring internal/
external locus of control were adopted from an intensive study
by schopler (1971) and a replicat,ion of that study by Thompson,

Appelbaum and Allen (]rg74) for the purpose of the pilot study.
on the basis of factor analysis of the pilot study, these five
items urere included in the actual study as a unidimensional
scale measuring locus of control. The items ares

(a) r am happiest when r donrt have to make decisions.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(b) Some of the best things that happen in life are

due to luck.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(c) Life is essentially a game of chance.

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(d) Things just seem to happen to me.

StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
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(e) Everything worth knowing has been discovered
already.

Strongly Agree: 1 z Strongly Disagree

TABLE 5

FACTOR LOADTNGS ON QUESTTONS FEL.A,TED
TO LOCUS OF CONTROL

Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 h2

Locus 1

Locus 2

Locus 3

Locus 4

Locus 5

Eigenvalues

Percent of Variance
Explained

.275

( " 44e)

( "7 6e)

( .400)

.L22

2 .097

4L.9

( . 437',)

" 300

.L23

.308

(.628)

1.897

17.9

.267

.292

.607

.255

.410

As shown in Table 5, arl five items had a factor load-
ing greater than t.4 in the analysis of the actuaÌ sample. rn
order to measure locus of control, each respondentrs answers

to these five guestions were added together to form a summary

index. scores thus ranged from 5 to zs. A lower score would

indicate that a respondent strongry agreed with many of these

items measuring external locus of control. rn this case, she

would feel that an outside force was controlling events in her

life. A higher scorer orr the other hand, vrould suggest that,
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since the respondent strongly disagreed with many of the items,
she felt responsible for events in her life. Maccionard

(1970) has suggested that the poor are more likely to display
an attitude of fatalism, where locus of control is external.
For this reason, it is expected that external locus of control
will be positivery rerated to both a lack of concern with fa-
mily planning and excess expected fertility.

5. conìuqar Role Rerationships: A scale which con-
sists of six items describing patterns of wife-husband auth-
ority or dominance relationships, employed by cartwright
(1970) and Rainwater (1960 and l-965), vrras selected for inclu-
sion in the final questionnaire. The six item scare was

presented j-n an arbitrary order and a Likert type system of
scoring was used. The respondents were asked to indicate
their responses on a scale from I to 5. Like the procedure

adopted to measure Planning Orientation and the other scalés,
questions which displayed strong item-to-item correlations
v/ere retained for the final analysis. The scale items are

as follows:
(a) Decisions within the household shourd be made by

both husband and wife.
StronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 StronglyDisagree
(b) Marriag"= r*L best wfrei ttre husbano pays Ène

bi-lls and the wife takes care of the children.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(c) The father should always have the final say in
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discplining the children.
StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 5 Strongly.Disagree
(d) A husband and wife get along better when they

have activities and interests in common.

StronglyAgree: I Z 3 4 S StronglyDisagree
(e) From time to time, a husband and wife shourd dis-

cuss how many children they would 1ike to have

StronglyAgree: I 2 3 4 S StrongtyDisagree
(f) since the woman is the one who takes the ri-sk of

getting pregnant, it is up to her to decide which form of
birth control the couple will use.

stronglyAgree: 1 2 3 4 5 stronqlvDisaqree
Table 6 demonstrates that the sixth item in the fac_

tor analysis of attitudes toward conjugal rore relationships
did not have a factor roading of !.4 in either factor. For
this reason, it was excluded from the summary index of aLti-
tudes toward conjugal rore relati-onships in the actuar study.
rt is evident that the first, fourth and fifth items in the
scal-e measure a modern attitude toward sex roles, while the
second and third items measure a traditional attitude. For
this reason, the responses to rtems r, 4 and 5 were recoded.
conseguently, arl items no\Á¡ represented a scale measurins
traditional conjugal rol-e relationships.

The responses for these five items were added together
for each person in the sample in order to form the surrnary
index. Thus' responses ranged from 5 for a respondent who

strongry agreed to alr five items, Lo 2s for a respondenÈ who
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strongry disagreed with the items. A lower score consequently
indicates an attitude favouring segregated or traditional con-
jugal rore rerationships, where husband and wife each have

separate, well-defined roles within the family unit. A higher
score indicates strong disagreement with segregated roresr or
an attitude of sharing or overrap between the roles of spouses.

According to the research literature, this attitude
of sharing roles may lead to more communication about family
planningr and may result in greater success with chosen me-

thods. one could then expect respondents dispraying an atti-
tude favouring segregated conjugal roles to also have a higher
actual family size (parity) and a lack of concern with family
planning. This attitude wirl be found to a greater degree
among the poor than among the non-poor, it is expected.

TABLE 6

FACTOR LOADTNGS ON QUESTIONS RELATED
TO CONJUGAL ROLE RELATIONSHIPS

Variables Factorl Factor2 h2

Role 1

RoIe 2

Role 3

Role 4

Role 5

Role 6

Eigenvalue

Percent of Variance
Explained

-.0s7 (.636) .408

(.722) .013 .52I
(.7r8) -.022 . s16

.120

.089

.27 6

8"49

30.8

(.sos) .269

(.6s3) .qsd

. r59 .100

5 .49

25.8
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rn the preceding section, the operationarization of
all dependent and independent, variables was explained. The

results of the actual study were factor anaryzed. rtems

which did not have a factor loading of +.4 were discarded.
The remaining items v/ere formed ínto summary indices based

on the Likert format of questionnaire design. Alr items mea-

suring a particular attitude were added together t,o give an

additíve score fpr each respondent. This index score was

compared to the index scores for the other attitudes by means

of correlation analysis.
The forlowing brief section outrines the research

hlpotheses which provided the framework of this study. rt
utilizes the two dependent variables, parity and famiry plan-
ning concerns, and the five independent variables theoretj--
carly related to the life situation of the poor: planning
orientation, sex-rore attitudes, attitude toward sex, locus
of control, and conjugal role relationships.

Research Hypotheses:

Hypothesis r: There wirr be a positive relationship
between planning orientation and Family planning concerns.l
The more positive a respondentrs attitude toward pranning
for the future, the more rikely it is that she will be con-
cerned with family planning.

lott four
separately in t,he

Family Planning Concerns will be treated
analysis.
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Hypothesis fr: There will be a positive relation-
ship between Locus of Control and Family planning Concerns.
rf a respondent displays an internalízed, locus of contror,
she will be more likery to be concerned with famiry pranning
than if she displays an externalized locus of contror.

Hypothesis rrr: There wirr be a positive relation-
ship between conjugal Role Relationships and Family planning

concerns- À respondent who favours integrated conjugal rore
rerationships is more rikery to be concerned with family plan-
ning than a respondent who favours segregated role relation-
ships.

Hypothesis rv: There will be a positive rerationship
between sex Role Attitudes and Family pranning concerns. A

respondent who reports a favourable attitude toward improved
status for women is more likely to be concerned with family
planning than a respondent sat,isfied wiÈh the st.atus suo in
sex roÌes.

Hypothesis v: There wilr be a positive rerationship
between Attitude Toward sex and Family planning concerns. A

respondent with a liberal attitude toward sex is more likely
to be concerned with famiry planning than a respondent with
a conservative attitude toward sex.

Hypothesis VI: There will be a negative relatj_on-

ship between Planning orientation and Actual Births. A

respondent reportingr a concern with planning for the future
is likely to have less children by age than is a respondent
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unconcerned wíth planning for the future.
HypothesÍs vrr: There will be a negative relation-

ship between Locus of control and Actual Births. À res-
pondent displaying an internal locus of control wirl have

less children by age than a respondent displaying an external
locus of control.

Hypothesis vrrr: There wilr be a negative reration-
ship between Conjugal RoIe Relationships and Aqtua1 Births.
A respondent who favours integrated conjugal rore relation-
ships is likely to have less children by age than a res-
pondent who favours segregated conjugal role relatj-onships.

Hypothesis rx: There wirr be a negative relation-
ship between sex Role Attitudes and Àctual Births. A res-
pondenÈ who displays a liberal attitude toward the status
of women will be likely to have ress children by age than
a respondent who disprays a conservative attitude toward

the status of women.

Hypothesis x: There will be a negative reration-
ship between Attitude Toward sex and Àctual_ Births. À res-
pondent with a liberal- attitude toward sex will be likeIy
to have less children than a respondent with a conservative
attitude toward sex.

À11 five independent variables have been designed to
differentiate between the poor and other socio-economic groups
(the non-poor). The non-pooï are expected to plan for the
future, have an internalized locus of control-, favour inte-
grated conjugal role relationships and display liberal atti-
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tudes toward sex roles and sex. conversely, the poor, it is
expected, live from day to day without planning for the fu-
ture, have an externarized locus of control, favour segregat,ed

conjugar role relationships, and dispray conservative or tra-
ditional attitudes toward sex roles and sex.

For this reason, the sample populatíon can be divided
into two halves, poor and non-poor, which are roughly equal

in size. Large differences between the subsamples are anti-
cipated. The non-poor shourd be more concerned with family
planning and should have less children than the non-poor when

age is controlled

The study results will be presented separately for
poor and non-poor subsamples.

Data Manipulation and Statistical Analysis:

To test the above stated hypotheses, and for the pur-
pose of the present study, the following steps were followed
ín our statistical manipulation:

1. Scores for both the dependent and independent

variables were carculated according to the operational defi-
nitions discussed earlier. summary indices v/ere used as our

measures for the independent variables.
2. In order to test the stated hypotheses, a corre-

lation anarysis routine (both zero-order and partiar correla-
tions) provided by the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) was utilized.
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The pearsonr s correlation was used to indicate the
strength of the linear relationships between each pair of
variables" The indices derived from the at,titudinar vari-
abres to measure each of the attitudinal scales satisfied
the interval level of measurement and continuous scale as-
sumptions. The formura for pearsonrs r which was the basis
of our calculation is the one suggested by Nie, ,et. âr.,
(L9751 z

- : xY - (x) (Y),/Nr = .ã----j =- L/2lxz ß12 /t:tl lvz (v) 2,zxl

Hypothesis vr to x, where actual births =".rr"a ."
the dependent variable, were submitted to part,ial correlation,
in order to adjusÈ for the effects of the contror variables
upon each independent and dependent variable under scrutiny.
The forumula for the computation of first-order nartials
(controlling for one varÍable) is:

tij (tir) (ri¡)

JÇ:4
where k is the control variable

i and j are the independent and dependent

variables.

The resurts of this analysis are presented in the
following chapter.
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EHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTÀTION OF THE RESULTS

Introduction:

rn this chapter, results of the anarysis of the data are
presented. The socio-demographic characteristics of the sample

are discussed. The author then sets forth the intercor-
relations between al-I variables for the entire,sample as werl
as the poor and non-poor subsarrples. The results of the
hypothesis testing are presented, with comparisons made be-

tween Þoor and non-pooÌ. The overarl results are discussed,
and the research is finally assessed in terms of 1imitations
of the study and contributions made.

Sample Characteristics :

Sel.ected socio-demographic characteristics of the sample

are presented in this section. of these variables, onry the
age of the respondents was employed in the ana]-ysis, con-

trolling for the effects of age on the actuar hirths. The

other variables are incl.uded for the purpose of providing
background information on respondents in the study.

Table 7 shows the following personar characteristics
of the respondents. Àlmost half of the respondents in the
sample (48.58) are either rnarried or living in a common-

lav¡ relationship. rn addition, one wourd expect a certain
arnount of under-reporting of "riving together" reration-
ships in the "single" category.

In terms of the education of the respondents, 42.S*
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TABLE 7

PERSONAL CHAFACTER.ISTICS OF SAMPLE POPTJLATION

Charac teristic

Marital Status

Sfngle
Marríed
Common-Lar.r
Separated, DÍvorced

I.Iidowed

Edr¡cat íon (i * 10.0) 1

PrÍmary (0-9)
Secondary (10-12)
Post-Second ary
No Info

Age (; 25.Ðr

Under 19
18-20
2r-25
26-.3s
Over 35
No Info

Par lt y

0
1

2
5
4
5
6+
No Info

Charac t er lsf ic

Rellgion

Catholic
Protestant
Other
No Info

Resldence

htfnnf.peg
OutsÍde Winnfpeg

TermLnated Pregnancy

Yes
No
No Info

75
6r.
36

28

85
94
L2

9

37 .s
30.s
18.0

14 .0

42.5
47 .O
6.0
4.5

81 40.5
81 4 0.5
33 16 .5
5 2.5

90 .5
9.5

181
19

2L 10.5
48 24.0
60 30.0
47 23.5
2L 10.5
3 L.5

64
43
2I
26
L2
25
t2
L7

32.O
2L.5
10.5
13 .0

6.0
2.5
6.0
8.5

52 26.0
135 67.5
13 6.5

I¿ Mean education and mean- ungrouped data,
F

å
p
Êt
Þ¡

age were calculated on the basis of
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report having completed Grade Níne or less. Only 23.42 have

graduated from high school or recej.ved any post-secondar-y

instruction.

In the age category, 10.5t of the respondents are under

eighteen years of age. Respondents between the ages of eight-

een and twenty make up approximately 25S of the sample.

Þnother 30t reported ages between twenty-one and twenty-

five. Only 242 of the sample are between the 4ges of twenty-

five and thirty-five, and another IOt are over thirty-five

years of age. Thus, the sanple l¡/as composed of relatively

youthful respondents. This is like1y representative of the

population of females seeking medical advice on femaLe-

related matters.

Religious affiliation was divided, for the most part'

between Protestants and Catholics. Forty and one half per-

cent of the sample identify themselves as either Roman

Catholic or Llkrainian Catholic. Ànother 40.59 are Ànglican,

United, ot other Protestant denominations. Those with no

religious affiliatjon, Jews, Pentecostals and other religions

are included in the "other" category, which makes up 16.58

of the sample. Two and one-hal-f percent of the respondents

did not provide information on religious affiliation.

.Ninety percent of the respondents identifj-ed winnipeg

as their place of residence.

In terms of fertility patterúsr'oúer one-halt of the

sample (53.58) have had either no live births or only one

live birth. This is in part due to the relative youth of

the respondents. F.oughly one-quarter of persons in the
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sample have experienced a pregnancy which Cid not result in

a live birth.

The.'sample was divid.ed into two roughly equal halves

labelled "poor" and "non-poor". To be classified as I'poor"

for the purpose of this research, a respondent fulfilled

one or more of the following reguiremenÈs: either respondent

or spouse $ras receivi.ng social assistance and income was

less than $4,000 (or less than $6,000 for a family). Thus,

a respondent who was working for extremely Iow wages would

also be classified as "poor". The "non-poor" category was

m.ade up of those respondents who vrere working or had recent-

ly worked, or whose spouses worked, and whose income was

greater than $4r000 for an individual or $6,000 for a family.

This division facilitated comparisons made between poor and

non-poor in the analysis of the data.

General Overview of the Intercorrelations:

A) The Entíre Sample

The incercorrel-ations between all of the independent

a.nd dependent variables employed in the study are presented

in Table 8. As indicated in the matrix, the relationships

between the dependent variables, actual births and family

planning concerns, are guite weak. onl]¡ "reIigS-ous and noral

duty to have children" correlates in a statistically sig-

nificant manner v¡ith paritv (r= .229) .

The intercorrelations of the four farnily planning concerns

for the entire sample ranged from weak to noderate (r =
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'r57 to .434) -' only the correlation between "concern over
the value of childrent'.:ând "rerigious and moral duty to have

children" v¡as not statisticarly significa.nt (r = '-.005), 
and

did not even correl-ate in the expected positive direction.
one courd safely say that the correlation between these two
dependent variables is non-existent..

.A1I five independent variables measuring ',life situa_
tion" attitudes correlated weakly to moderately with each

other. These correlations ranged fron r = .260 to r = .473,
and were all statistically significant. Thus, a respondent
is likely to hold similar attitudes for al1 five independent
variables.

rn terms of the relaÈionships betr.¡een the life situa-
tion (independent) variables and family planning concerns
and parity (dependent variables), these wilr be discussecl

in detaiI for the poor and non-poor suhsarnples in a later
section. For the entire sarnple, planning orientation
(r = -245 to .448) and conjugal role relationships (r =

.314 to .451) are the two most povrerful predictors of famiry
pranning concerns. The oÈher three independent variables
(sex role attitudes, attitude toward sex, and locus of
control) are l-ess poruerfully correlated v.'ith farnily planninø
concerns. Ã11 three correlate moderately with "religious
and m.oral dutv to have children" (r = .4s7 to .5lg), and

vreakly with "concern over welf-L'eing of chirdren', (r = .114

to.169) and "concern over the farniry size norm" (r = .146

to .225). There is no statisticalry significant relation-
ship between these three independent variables and concern



'62
over the future of ch.ildren.

.411 five life situation variables are weakly correlated
with actual births. Thus, life situation is not a par-
ticularly powerful predictor of the number of births a

woman has experienced, for the entire sanple.

B) The poor SubsampJ-e

Table 9 presents the zero-order correlatiçn matrix for
the poor respondents in the sample. The íntercorrelations
are, for the most part, improved over those for the entire
sampÌe.

The intercorrel-ations of the dependent variabres range
from weak to strong. Family planning concern correlates
range from r =.205 to r = .6L7, arJ- statisticalry significant.
onry the relationship between "concern over the future of
children" and "rerigious and moral duty to bear chirdren,'
is not significant (r = .I52). One significant correlation
between parity and religious and morar duty to bear children
emerged (r = ''224) , indicating that the more one feels it
is a duty to bear chitdren for moral and rerigious reasons,
the l-ess children one is Iikely to have. This appears to
be in contradiction with expected results.

,The independent variabres alL correlatecl above the
significant statistical level, ranging from r = .296 to
r = -513. This wourd seern to indicate that a respondentrs
attitude toward life situation cornponents are ouite cl_oselv
interrelated.

' Thus the correlations between alr var:iaÌ:les.are hioher
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for the poor subsample than for the entire sampre. The

intercorrelations between independent and dependent variables
are dealt with in much greater detail in the section on
I'testing of the specifíc hypotheses,'.

e) The Non-Poor SubsampÌe

The intercorrel-ations for all variables i-n the study
are presented in Tabre 10. rn terrns of the correlations
between the dependent variables (family pJ_anning concerns
and actual bírths) they are generally weak. Only four are
even statistically signifícant. Farnily size norm correlates
moderateì-y with concern over the werl--being of children
(r = .469) . and weakly with concern over the future of chil-
dren (r = .238) .

The correration between actual bÍrths and "religious
and moral duty to have chiJ-dren", r = -.27r, indicates that
those concerned with having children have ress offspring
Èha.n those who are less concerned. possibly, these respond-
ents are more careful-l-y pranning the family they feet obliged
to produce. rn contrast, actual births correlate vreakry

but positively with family size norm (r = .2A3), suggesting
that those aware of a norm concerning family size are having
more children.

In terms of the independent variables measuring the life
situation concept, intercorrelations are again lower than
they r¡¿ere for the poor subsample. The most powerfur variable
is conjugal role relationship which correlates with sex role
attitudes (r = .239r, attitude tov¡ard sex (r = .404) and
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locus of control (r = ,197) . Àttitude tov¡ard sex correrates
moderately with sex role attitudes (r = .423). In addition,
locus of control correlates weakly with planni-ng orientation
(r = -263) and attitude toward sex (r = .316) . These
intercorrelations are all in the direction expected ¡ íf
a respondent "agrees" with one rife situation conponent,
she is like1y to "agree,, with the rest

In comparison with the entire sample (TatrJ,e g) and the
poor subsample (Table g), the non-poor subsample shows the
lowest correlations between independent as weLl as dependent
variables- since the research was designed to differentiate
between the poor and the non-poor, it appears that this
objective has been met, on the basis of this overview of
all the variables. The following section deals with the
treatment of the specific hypotheses being tested.

Testing the Specific Hypotheses:

rn general, the fi-ve components of the "life situation
of the poor" concept vrere more effective in predicting the
family pJ-anning concerns of the poor than of the non-poor
in the sample. rndeed, alr of the attitudinal_ variabl_es
I^/ere designed to measure the family planning attitudes and

behaviour of the poor. There appear to be other forces,
noL deal-t rvith in this stuciy, operati.ng upon the farni_ry
planning attitudes and behaviour of the non-poor. This
indicates that the rife situati-on of the poor does in fact
affect the farnily planning concerns and parity of the ,,poor,,

respondents in this studv.



Hypothesis I: 67

The first hypothesis suggests that planning orienta-
tion has a positive ef-fect on f amily planning concerns. The

Pearson's r correlations (zero-order) betr¡een planning
orientation and each of the four family pranning concerns
are presented in Table rl. ori-entation toward planning for
the future is evicently m.ore powerful in predicting concern
with planning a family among the poor than among the non-
poor.

TÀ,BLE 11

EORREIATTONS BETT¡IEEN PLFNNING ORIENT.ATTON

ÀND F.AMILY PL.ANNING CONCERNS

Planning Orientation urith..

concern over ÞIeII-Beinq
of Children

Concern over CosÈ/Future
of Children

Religious and Moral
Duty to Have Children

Concern over Family
Size Norm

* Significant at .0I level or hiqher

èmong the poor in the studv, those respondents who held
a. favourahle attitude toward pìannj.ng for the future tended
also to be concerned with family planning. The four correl-
ations varied from weak to mod,erate, anC were all statisticallv

Non-poor
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signifícant.

The results for the non-poor subsar.nple supporÈed the

first hypothesis to a lesser degree. The correlations
between planning orientatíon and the four farnily nlanning

concerns ranged from nil to moderate, and all were much

lower than those of the poor. The non-poor vrho reported

agreeaent with the idea of planning for the future tended

to be mildly .o"""ro"t1'over.Èhe...r¡el.jl-being a.nd.future óf .

children, and quite aware of a norm dealing with family size

These results can be interpreted as supporting the
positive relationship between planning orÍentation and

fam.ily planning concerns, to a greater extent among the
poor than among the non-poor.
Hypothesis II:

.Þccording to the second hypothesis, the relationship between

sex role -attitudes and family planning coneerns-+ras.expected to
be positive. Äs shown in rable I? there is less support for
this hypothesis. A "poof" respon<lent's attitude toward the

status of women is weakly related to her concern over the

we1'I-treing of' children. The eorrelatíon between sex role
attitudes and religious and rnoral duty to have children is
much more powerful (r = .568). Sex role attitudes are

v¡eaklv correlated with concern over the family size norm,

but this relationshirr is not statisticalllr significant a.t

the .01 level. There is no correlation hetween concern

over the value of children and a.ttitude tov,'arcì the status

of r,¿omen (r = .045) for the poor suhsarnple. Brief1y, a

roor respondent who aflrees that the status of worpen should



be imr:roved

chil-dren and

duty to have

will also

will feel
children.
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be concerned

that she has

with the rrell--beinq of

a religious and rnoral

TÃBLE T2

EORREL.ATTONS BETWEEN SEX

.PND F.A}4TLY PT,ÃNNTNG

ROLE .TITTITLIDES

EONEERNS

Sex Fole Attitudes with...

Concern over Well-Beinq
of Children

Concern over Cost. of
Children

Religious and Moral
f'uty to Have Children

Concern over Familv
Síze Norm

* Significant at 01 level or hiqher

The results for the non-poor subsample are l_ess sup_

portive of the second hvpothesis. only one family planning
concern, "rerigi-ous and morat duty t-o have children,', is
correlated in a statj.sticarly significant fashion r,,¡ith sex
r<rl-e attitudes (r = .374) . Surprisingly, the correlation
between attitudes toward the status of women and concern
over the value of children is negative, but not statistically
significant (r = -.2rr). rn other words, the nore favour-
al:Ie is a respondentrs attitude tor.rard the rninimization of
sex role differences, the less 1ikely she is to b,e concerned

Non-poor
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with the value of chiLdren.

rn attemnting to account for this departure from the
expected direction of this correrati.on, it might be suggested
that the more traditional or conservative respondents in
the non-poor suhsarnple are expressing concern over the future
of children, and are rather unfavoura.ble to the idea of
wonen wj.th chilcìren working, etc.

Thus, supnort for the second hypothesis is, slight. sex
role attitudes are posÍ.tivel I, related to two of the four
fa¡nily nlanning concerns for the poor subsanple and to one

of the four concerns for the non-poor.
Hypothesis IfI:

Hypothesis three predicted a positi.ve relationship
between attitude toward sex and the four famiry pranning
concerns. Ãccordingr to the existing literature, an attitude
of mutuali.ty in sexuar relations suggests that a respondent
will be concerned with various aspects of family planning.
conversery, a wonan with an attitude of rejection toward
sex would likelv disagree with items measuringr farnily planning
concerns (Fainwater, jg65).

Fccordjng to the results presented in Table 13, attitude
towar<1 sex is a reasonable predictor of family planning
concerns for the noor subsarnple. concerns over well-being
of chil.clren, the future of children and far.nily .si.ze norn
were nositively related to attitude toward sex at statis-
tically significant levels. only t_he correlation with con_

cern over the well-being of children was unacceptabry low
(r = .189) for the "noor" resrrondents in the studv. This
wourd seem to indicate that þhose respondents who have a
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nodern or liheral atti.tucie toward sex wi-ll be more con-

cerned with certain aspects of family planning than those

with an attitude of "rejecti-on" of sexual matters. As

F.ainwater::(1955¡ suggested, an attitude of "mutuality"
hetween sexual partners rnay lead to greater interest in
and acceptance of effective contraceptive methods.

TÀBLE 13

CORRELÀTTONS BETI¡TEEN ÀTTTTT]DE TOhI,ÞRD SEX

.AND FA},TILY PLANNTNG. CONCERNS

.Attitude Toward Sex TrTith. .

Concern over T¡7e1l-Beinq
of Chilclren

Concern over Cost
of Children

Peligious and it¡oral
ftuty t-o Have Children

Concern over Farnily
Síze Norm

* Significant at .01 Level or hiqher

. For the non-poor suLrsample, however, attitude torvard

sex is m.oderately correlated with only one fan'iIy planning

concerni i.e., religious and moral duty to produce children
(r = .507) . Atl other correlations are verv close to zerc I

indicating that no relationship is present. ¡n attitude
of "mutualitv" in sexual relations amonq the non-Foor, it
seems, is reasonably predictive of a concern that children

Non-poor
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should be produced for religious and/or moral reasons.

oþviously, other fcrces than attitude toward sex might

kre more effective predictors of farnily planning 
"ottcertts

While there is reasonable support for a positive

relat,ionship l-retween attitude toward sex and fa-mily planning

concerns among the poor in this study, there is little

evidence to confirm this relationship for the non-poor.
Hypothesis IV:

The fourth hynothesis predicts a positive ielationship

between locus of control and family planninO concerns. These

results are presentecl in Tabl.e 14. Pccording to the research,

an individual whose locus of control is internalized will

feel that she ca.n make decisions in terms of farnily planning

and other aspects of her life (Macdonalcl' 1971). An

"external" locus of controlr o¡t the other hand, indicates

that a woman feels that her life is controlled by outside

forces such as fate or God, and atternpting to plan her family

would L'e useless.

This hypothesis is supoorted for the poor subsampJ-e.

Those "poor" women with an internalized locus of control

tend to aqree v¡ith the four atLituclinal family planning

concern seales. The strongest correlation is with religious

and moral duty to have children (r = .517) , indicatincl that

women vlho indicate control of their ov¡n l-ives generally feel

that they should have chil-dren for religious ancl moral

reasons. The other three farnily olanning concerns correlate

weakly with locus of control, but all are statistically

signÍficant. Thus, internal locus of control is also an

acceptable r,::edictor of concelns over well-being of children,
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family size norm for the poor sub-

T.þBIE 14

EORRELATIONS BETVEEN LOEUS OF CONTROL

ÀND FAI\,IILY PLANNING CONCERNS

Locus of Control with...

Concern over I,Ie11-Being
of Children

eoncern over Cost
of Children

Religious and lroral
Duty to Have Children

Concern over Familv
Size Norm

* Signif icant at .01 1eve1 or hicrher

Results are again less supportive for the non-poor in
the study. rnternar locus of control correlates moderatery

with religious and moral duty to have children (r = .42g) ,
suggesting that the non-poor women v¡ho feer capahre of con-
trorlinq their own lives feel olrliged to bear chirdren for
religious and moral reasons. There is no relationship between

locus of control and the other three family planning concerns.
conseouently, the fourth connonent of the rife situa-

tion of the poor, rocus of control, is an adequate predictor
of the farnily plannino concerns of the poor subsample in this
studrr. The family planning concerns of the non-poorr oD the, ,
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other handr âtê affected hardly at al-l by locus of control.
since the same pattern was in evidence when attitude toward

sex t/as employed as th.e independent variable in the previous

hynothesis, it appears that the "life situation of the poor"

concept is successfully separating the poor, with their
unique probl-ems and concerns, from. the population as a who1e.
Ilypothesis V:

conjugar rore rel-ationships should be positively re-
lated .to family pranning concerns if the fifth úypothesis
is to be suoported. rn Tabre 15, the resurts for poor and

non-poor suhsamples are presented. Àccording to Rainwater
(1965) and other researchers, a woman in a rerationship where

.duties and recreation are carried out jointly with her spouse,

and where communication between the pair is open, wirr be

much rnore likely to be familiar with ideas about famíly
planning. rn addition, a couple such as this is expected

to be more effective at choosing a contraceptive method suitable
to each partner. since the poor are freguently character-
ized as having highly segregated ror-e relationships with
l-ittle communication hetrveen spouses, this is exnected to
have an adverse effect on family planning concerns.

Ãs the resurts demonstrate, conjugal role reration-
ships are one of the most powerful predictors of family
planning concel:ns among the poor. The correlations are a1l
moderately strong ranqing from r = .465 to r = .s?9. Thus,

the more a rÁ¡oman respondent favours ress segregated role
rerationships and com¡nunication between spouses, the more

1ike1y she is to be concerned with the well-heing of chilcren,
the cost of having children, her cluty to produce them, and
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ê11 correlations are statistically

TABLE ]-5

EORRELÀTTONS BETWEEN CONJUGAI ROLE RELATTONSHTPS

ÀND FÄ.T\TILY PLANNING EONEERNS

Conjugal Rol_e Relationship
wirh

Concern over Well-Beino
of Children

Concern over Costof Children

Religious a.nd Moral
Duty to Have Chil-dren

Concern over Farnilv
Size Norm

* Significant at .01 level or hioher

The non-poor subsample is once more differentiated from
the poor on the basis of the resurts of this comDonent of
the life situation concept. conjugal rol-e relationships
correlate wea.kly with concern over well-being of children
and religious and moral duty to have children, but the
relationships are much smaller j-n magnitude than those of
the poor. No statistically significant relationships are
evident with regard to the other two denendent variables.

once again, there are crear differences between the
l)oor and non-poor subsamples with reference to this corF-

ponent of the life situation of the poor. Attitudes con-
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cerning conjugal role relationships are one of the strongest
predictors ín this study of Lhe varjous fam,ily planning con-

cerns of the poor. there is only a hint of any relationship
between these independent and dependent variables among the

non-poor. Thus, the fifth hypothesis is supported.

The results of these tests of the first five hypotheses

demonstrate the utility of the l-ife situation concept in
predicting the farily planning concerns of the poor. There

are cl-ear differences between poor and non-poor in every

attitudinal component employed as an independent variable.
A1Èhough the correl-ations are not high, they are statistically
significant, for the most part, and they operate in the

expected positive direction in every case.

In contrast, the correlations betr,veen life situation
components and family planning concerns for the non-poor

are much lower. While support for the hypotheses could not

l:e found on the basis of the responses of the non-poor,

these results serve to differentiate between the poor and

non-poor groups in the study. The life situation concept

was operationalized with fi.ve attitudinal scales in an

effort to explain the widely recognized d.ifficulties the

Þoor exoerience in planning their farnilies. The difference
in the predictive power of the inclependent variables seems

t,o suggest that the l-ife situation of the poor is more

closely related to the family nlanning concerns of the poor

than of the non-poor.

Àctual hirths, the second dependent variah'Ie, consists

of only one measure (number of children to whom a woman has
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ever given birth), controlling for the effect of age. The

zero-order correlations between actual births and th.e life
sítuation variables for poor and non-poor subsamples are
presented in Tatrles 9 and 10. Table 16 presents the first
order partial- correrations on which the anarysis is based.

T.ABLF: 16

P.ARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN

LTFE STTUATION VÀRIABI,ES .AND ACTUAÍ, BIRTHS

Actua.l Births
wirh.. .

Non-poor

Planning Orientation
Sex Fole Ãttitudes
Attitude Toward Sex

Locus of Control

Conjugal Role Rela-
tionshi-ps

ÀGE -.080

-.200*

- .263*

-.065

244*

.119

-.229*

-.26L*

-.499*

-.150

* Significant at .Ol leve1 or hiqher
Hypothesis VI:

Hypothesis six predicted a negative rerationship bet-
ween planning orientation and actual births. Expressed
simply, the more strongly a respondent agrees that planning
for the future is worthwhile and meaningful, the l_ess births
she is likeIy to have experienced. rt is expected that a

general pla.nning orientation is nredictive of an orienta-
ti.on toward planningr one's farnily. For the poor subsarnpre,

there is no support for this hypothesis. .Àlthouoh the

ntrol
ariable
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correlation is positive it is ao close to zero that it
should be considered as indicating no relationship between
the independent and dependent variable. The correlation
between planning orientation and acÈual births is slightly
higher for the non-poor, but is stirr not statistically
significant. rn adcition, the direction of the relation-
ship is positive rather than negative, as expected. If
the possibility that this correlation was due Ço chance
could be eliminated, it would appear that those non-poor
respondents oriented toward planning for the future were

having rnore children than those who "rived for today".
Thus, there is no support for the hypothesis predict-

ing a negative rerationship between planni.ng orientation
ancl paritlr. one possibre explanation wourd be the lack of
sufficient variance in responses on the item measuring
actual ]rirths. Many of the respondents had never given
birth, ancì this woul-d have the effect of lessenins the
magnitude of the correlations.
Hypothesis VIf:

' Sex ro-le' attitudes 'shouf d al so corre-late negatively with
parity' as Þredicted in the seventh hypothesis. .A. respon-
dent who favours improvement of the status of women is
likely to have less children than a respondent who dis-
agrees with the ite¡ns in the sex role scale.

For the ooor subsample, the correlat-ion is weak hut
statistically signif icant (r =--.200) . This v¡ould seem to
suggest that the sex rore component of the life situation
has a very sm.all measure of predictive Dower in terms of .

this dependent variable.
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oddly, the correlation is improvec for the ro'-poor
subsample, (r = --26r) anq is also statistically significant.
This wourd seem to indicate a weak inverse relationship
between sex role attitudes and parity for the non-poor as

well as the poor in the sample.

There is slight support in these results for the seventh
hypothesis- The fact that the correration is higher for
the non-poor in the sample than for the poor, þowever,
raises some doubts about the usefulness of sex role attitudes
for differentiating between the two subsampres.
Hypothesis VfIr:

The eighth hypothesis pred.icts a negative relationship
between attitude toward sex and actual births. Àccording
¡e the,literature reviewed in Chapter Iï, one might expect
a respondent with an attitude of "mutuality,, tov¡ard sexual
relations to have less children than a respondent with an

attitude of rejection. As Rainwater (1965) suggested, a

woman who does not enjoy intercourse may be uncomfortabl-e
touching her genitars, which would hinder the use of many

effective female-related forms of contraception. This is
certainly one possibl-e means by which a vroman ¡night produce
a higher numher of children.

As shown in Tabre 16, the partial. correration between
attitude towarcl Sex and actuaL births for the poor sub_

sampre is weak, but in the expected cirection (r = -.263).
This would indicate linited supoort for the hypothesis
under examination.

In terms of the non-poor suhsample, however, the
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correlation is almost identicar to that of the poor (r =

-.2611. It would. appear that another j-ndependent variable
is failing to differentiate between poor and. non-poor in
the sample. possibly, an attitude of rejection has the
same effect on poor and non-poor alikei i.e., more chirdren.
Ã't any rate, there is weak support for a negative relation-
ship between a.ttitud.e toward sex and actuaL births.
Hypothesis fX:

Às stated in the ninth hypothesis, a negative relation-
ship is expected between locus of contror and actual births.
.è woman whose attitudinal- responses indicate an external
locus of control- is predicted to have experienced more hirths
than atrrespondent whose locus of control is Ínternalized.

As shown in Table 16, there is no relationship between

locus of control and parity for the poor subsample when

the effect of age is controlled (r = -,065) . Clearly, the
numher of offspring to r,¡hom a poor woman has given birth
is not dependent on whether or not she feels capable of
takíng control of the course of events in her life.

unexpectedly, the highest correlation with actual
births was found arnong the non-poor subsarnple when locus
of contror was emproyed as the independent variabre (r =

-.498). The internal/external locus of control scal-e clearly
differentiates between poor and non-poor respondents in
the sample. rnstead of predicting the narjty of the noor,
however, locus of control is a moclerate predictor of non-

poor parity. The more a non-poor individual feels that she

can take responsibiJ-ity for events in her own rife, the less
children she is likely to have.
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rn attem.pting to account for the lack of predictive

power of locus of control for acùual births among the poor,
one might refer to the respondents' youth. À.lthough the
effect of age on parity i: controrled b,y partial correration,
if too many poor respondents alr ha.ve the same nurnbers of
offspring, there witr be inadeguate resurts for the cor-
relaËíons.

There is slight support for the ninth hypothesis,
Predicting a negative relat:'onship tretween locus of control
and actual births, although it is tempered by the lack of
significant responses among the poor subsa.mple.
Hypothesis X:

The tenth and l_ast hypothesis sugqests a negative
relationship between conjugal role relationships and actual
births. The resurts are presented in Tarrl.e 16. on the
Ì.rasis of the research r-iterature, the more ,'ovàrlap,,

between the roles of spouses and the greater degree of
communication between them, the less live births they will
have experienced. converser-y, those who favour seoregation
of conjugal.. rores and who find communica.tion with spouses
difficult, will have greater oarity (when the effects of
age are controlled).

For the poor subsample, a weak negative correration dic
emerge between the conjugal roLe relationships and a.ctual_

births, at a statistically significant level (r = _.2aa¡.
This would indicate some support for the hypothesis, when

the effects of age on actual births are controrled.
The concept of conjugal role rer-ationships has dif-

ferentiated hetween the poor and non-poor subsampres, for
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no statistically significant results are evident for the

non-poor in terms of parity (r = -.150). This final com-

ponent of the "Iife situation of the poor" concept has

proven to be an adequate predictor of the parity of the

poor. Thus, support for the tenth and final hypothesis

is weak, but present.

Summarv:

The results of the research on family planning and

the poor $¡ere set forth in this chapter. Sample character-

istics and intercorrelations between all variables htere

inítialIy discussed" Findings from tests of the ten hypoth-

eses were set forth in the form of comparisons between poor

and non-poor subsamples.

In the next chapter, research findings are discussed

and analysed. The utility of the "life situation of the

poor" concept is evaluated in terms of the strongest and

weakest predictors among the five attitudinal independent

variables. The research is assessed in te-rms of the

generalizations which can be derived and the limitations

which should be placed on the study resuLts.
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CH.APTER FI\Æ

sul0,f.ARY, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

.AND ÏI!æL]C.ê.TTONS

rn this chapter, the resurts of hypothesis testing are
discussed. The research is assessed in light of its rela-
tive success in meeting objectives. rmplications for further
research and fanriry planníng policíes are also presented.

At this point, it would be usefur to discuss the over-
all results of the hypcthesis testingr in a generat fashion.
rn an atternpt to operationaÌize the "l_ife situation of the
poor", five attitudinal scales theoreticarly rerated to
farnily planning were devised. These five rife situation
scales v¡ere utilized as independent variahles in the
research. Family olanning attitudes and fertility were

employed as the dependent variables, measured hy concerns

with family planning and paritv. The ten hypotheses, which

formed the focus of this research, tested the effect of
the life situation of the poor on actual_ births and family
planning concerns. since these hypotheses were designed to
explore the difficurties with famiry planning experienced
by the poor, the total sample was divided into two roughly
equal halves, the poor and the non-poor. rn this manner,

the results of the hypothesis testing can Lre compared L,et-

ween the two groups.

when farnily nranning concerns are treated as the de-
pendent variabl.e (Hypotheses l- t-o 5) , the most powerful

independent variabre is conjugal rore relationships. Às

Rainwater (1965) a.nd Hi11, Stycos and Reck (I9,59) indicated,
cour¡les who communicate v¡ith each other anc r¡articipate in
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joint actívities are more Iikely to be concerned with farnily
planning. communication and sharing of duties are a part
of marriagê, it nnight be agreed. yet the "traditional,,
segregation of male and fe¡rale in terms of labour and

recreation (Rainwater, 1960) and reluctance to discuss
sexual- or personar matters are characteristic of the poor

(HilI, êt. al., I959).

These findings contradict those emerging from searrs
study in Calir Colombia. Sear (1925) suggested that ne\¡¡er,

female-related contraceptÍve methods such as the piII and

the r.u.D. could be successfurly used wjthout discussing
such matters with onets psouse. This wourd lessen the
importance of communication in the practice of family pl_an-

ning. rn the present study, however, communication and joint
conjugar rclle relationships were important predictors of
fanily nlanning concerns among the respondents in the poor

subsample.

other variables wc¡uld be much more usefu1 in predicting
the famiJ.y pranning concerns of the non-poor. whire this
does not contribute a great deal to our knowredge of the
family planning concerns of non:poor persons, it confirms

the basic idea underrying this research; the motivations
a.nd concerns of the noor that infruence their family pran-

ning attitudes and behaviours are significantly cifferent
f rom those j-n any other socio-economj-c group.

The second most usefur incr.ependent variahle was plan-
ning orientation. rt will be recalled frorn the literature
review in chapter rr that planning for one's future is
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considered to be a "mÍddl_e-c1ass', phenomenon (Chilman , Lg73).
rt was expected that those who favor the idea of planning
in general will find the notion of planning their families
more acceptable. rf planni-ng for the future is seen by
respondents as relevant a¡d meaningful, they might arso
view family pranning as a possible means of escaping from
the "cycle of poverty". The findings of the present study
appear to support these suggestions. Àmong thq poor, those
respondents who demonstrated a planning orientation tended
to also be concerned with the werl-being of chirdren, the
future of children, the rerigious and morar duty to bear
children, and the family size norm. The planning orient-
ation of the non-poor in the sarnpre tended to be predictive
of family planning concerns to a much lesser extent. since
the attitude scale measuring pJ-anning orientation was de-
signed with the poor in mind, this tendency was expected.

Locus of contror was the next most powerful predictor
of family planning concerns among the poor. .ês r¡acdonaLdrs
(1970) research suggested, those respondents who demon-

strated an internal locus of control tended to also display
a concern with farnily planning. The correl-ations v¡ere for
the most part weak, however. rhis would seem to indicate
that either the attitudinal. scare measuring locus of control
could be improvedr or that other "life situation" variables
are better predictors of family pranning concerns.

The predictive value of rocus of control for the non-
poor is armost non-existent. This demonstrates the crear
differences in attitudes between poor and non-poor respondents
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in the sample. rt arso poínts out, however, the grcss in-
adequacy of the concept of locus of contror in attempting
to understand the fam.ily planning concerns of the-non-poor.

Attitude toward sex hras not a powerful predictor of
family pranning concerns. This independent variable was

only weakly predictive of farnily planning concerns for the
poor subsample. ResuÌts vi¡ere almost non-existent for the

1non-poor. Àccording to Rainwater (1966) poor persons

tended to have inadeguate knowredge about sex. rn addition,
many of his female respondents did not enjoy intercourse
and tended to avoid touching their genitals. This naturar-
ly interfered with communication about sexual matters and

made effective contraception difficult.
rn the twenty years since Rainwaterrs study, attitudes

toward sex have been undergoing a change. Teenagers are be-
coming sexualJ-y active at younger ages, and attitudes are

becoming more tol-erant. Thus family planning concerns are

not as closely related to attitudes toward-sex as they might
once have been. Methods of contraception have also changed

over the years. The "pi11" has made it possible for a

woman to reject her sexuality, avoiding her genitals, and

yet still effectively prevent pregnancies. conseguently,
it seems that attitude toward sex is not as essential a

1- Four out of five independent variabres correl-ated with
"Religious and moral duty to have chirdren,, at statist-
ig?rrv significant levelä for the non-poor sub-sample.This would seem to indicate that this iamily planning
concern v¡as of particular importance to the non-poorin the study.
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component of the life situation of the poor as it might once

have been. Although it was weakly correlated with famS-ly

planning concerns in the study, other independent variables

hrere more powerful.

Sex role attitudes formed the least effective independ-

ent variable in predicting family planning concerns. For

the poor subsample, only two of the four family planning

concern rlependent variables were correlated wi^f.h sex roles

in a statistically significant manner. The results for the

non-poor subsample were not even always operating in the

expected direction. on the basis of Rainwaterrs (1965)

studyr vI€ expected increasing independence and status for

v¡omen would result in greater familiarity with family plan-

ning concerns. Thus, attitudes favouring increased status

for women and less differentiation between mal-e-female

roles were expected to relate to concerns with family Plan-

ning, for the purpose of this study.

One possible reason for the inconsistent results in

the present research is that attitudes toward the increased

status of women. are still in the process of changing. À1-

though more women are entering the labour force, the pro-

portion of women in the lowest income categories is higher

than ever. Women are getting jobs, but their education

and job skill levels are denying them the increased in-

dependence and responsibility they were expected to acquire.

Conseguently, changes in attitudes about differences in

sex roles need not bring about increasing concern with

family planning. The present research appears to confirm
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this.

rn hypotheses vr to x, where actual births a.re em-

ployed as the dependent variable, the results are rather
more erratic. The five Índependent variables, measuring
the life situation of the poor, are at best weak predictors
of parity. .Attitudes toward sex, conjugal role relation_
ships and sex role attitudes are the only attitudinar scales
which provided statistÍcalì-y significant results for the
poor subsample. This would seem to indicate that those
respondents who herd modern or liberal attitudes on these
subjects tended to have less births than the others. These
results appear to support the suggestions of Rainwater,
chilmanr ând others who suggestèd that mutuality in sexual_

relations, sharing of conjugal responsibilities and activi-
ties r âr¡d atti-tudes favouring ímprovement of the status of
women will urtimately result in lower fertility.l chilman,s
(1968) orientation toward planning for the future and Macdonaldrs
(1970) internal- rocus of contror have an insignificant
effect on parity. This could in part bre due to the rack of
rangre the number of births reported, since the majority of
respondents had experienced no births or one birth. rn
addition, pfanning orientation and rocus of control might
be inadequate Life situation components in terms of pre-
dicting actual births.

The results for the non-poor sample are at variance
with expectations. Three indenendent variahres correlated
negatively with parity: Ìocus of control, attitude toward

- measured in the present study by actuar births.
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sex, and sex rol-e attitudes" Thus, for Hypotheses vrr, vrrr
and rx, the life situation attitudinal scales were more

effective in predicting the parity of the non-poor sub-
sample than the poor subsample. Locus of control in
particular lvas a posrerful predictor of non-poor parity.
This would seem to indicate that the independent variables
employed are not as effective in predicting the actual births
of the poor as might be desired.

Thus' unexpected results emerged when "actual births
was emproyed as the dependent varíabre. The life situation
independent variabres were slightry more successful in
predicting actual- births for the non-poor than the poor
subsample. These irregularities can be attributed to
sampling errors for the most part" since the range of re-
sponses on the parity item was too narrow.

The following section discusses the relative "success"
of the present research: whether the objectives have been

met, what generalizations might be offered, and what im-
provements might be made.

Ãssessment of the Fesearch:

The objectives of the research were threeford. First,
the researcher attempted to determine whether differences
between the poor and other socio-economic groups existed,
in terms of family planning attitudes and behaviour. second,

the attempt was made to discover, within the context of
poverty, a number of factors which might explain the expected
lack of concern with family nlanning and higher num-ber of
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actual births among the poor. Third, the researcher en-
deavored to devise an operationalization of these concepts
on the basis of previous research which would effectivelv
demonstrate these relationshiops.

on the whoIe, these otrjecÈives were met. Differences
between the poor and non-poor subsamples emerged in armost
every test of hypotheses. The attitudinar sear_es designed
to measure "life situation of the poor" adeguately predj_cted
family planning concerns and act,uar births for the poor in
the study. FinalJ-y, the operationalization of the concepts
was moderately successful, in that significant results were
obtained from the testing of hypotheses. some of the life
situation variables proved more usefur than others, hovrever,
indicating that further refinement of the attitude scares
might be advisable.

The goal- of an inferentÍal studv such as this is to
provide knowledge of the population from which the sampre

was drawn. once the resurts have been presented, the way

ís crear for generalizations about the entíre population
to be stated. rn this study, however, there are a number

of limitations which must be placed on these generarizations.
The limitations can be set forth briefry. The clinic

population from which the guota sarnple was drawn does not
have the same characteristics as the population of Irrinnipeg.
rn light of its situation in the core of downtown winnipeg,
it is likely to attract more of winnipeg's poor than other
socio-economic aroups. consequently, the sampre contains
higher proportions of persons of native and recent immiqrant
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backgrounds, and more young v¡omen (2I and under). The

approximate half of the sample designated as "non-poor"
contains few middle-crass respondents and no upper-class

respondents. rf respondents from these socio-economic

groups had been incruded in the studyr w€ wourd expect the

differences between poor and non-poor which emerged to be

even greater. The author wourd also hesitate to generalize
from a sample of two hundred to the population,of an entire
canadian city. The clinic at which the data rvas col-l-ected

was not eguipped to serve extremely large numbers of
patients, and it conseguently provided a modest number of
respondents.

The ¡l^'ove limitations do not necessarily indicate
shortcomings in the study. Midd1e and especially upper-

crass respondents are in short supply in almost arl socio-
logical research. Due to the sensitivity of the entire
pooulation to birth control and sexual matters, a random

sampre of the popuJ-ation of winnineg might never have been

obta.ined.

In light of these qualifications the following 9en-
eral-izations can be offered: in the core area of l^linnipeg,

the unigue life situation of the poor affects their concerns

about family concerns and their actual births. I Lack of
planning orientation, differentiation of sex roles, attitude
of rejection toward sex, external- locus of control, and

segregated conjugal role relationships are related to a

l- when the effect of ase on actual births is removed.
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lack of concern with family planning and a higher number

of actual births.
ïn order to improve the results of this study, a

number of modifications might be made. Attitude scales
which produced inconsistent results (such as sex role
attitudes and rel-igious and morar duty to bear chirdren)
need revision. rtems which wourd better measure repro-
ductive ideals; desired, expected and actual famij_y size,
would provide superior indicators of family pranning be-
haviour. other components of the life situation of the
poor besides the attitudinal scales selected might strengÈhen

the existing relationship with famiry planning concerns and

actual births"

The resul-ts of the research on family planning and the
poor are expected to have a bearing on both future research
in the area of family planning and the policies of social
agencies attempting to provide the poor with family planning
services. rn terms of future family planning reserach,
several findings should be noted.

As noted in the present research, the situation of ex-
treme poverty in which many individuals attempt to deÌay

and prevent pregnancies has an effect on their ultimate
success or failure. consequently, care should be taken in
future studies to avoid "lumping" the poor with other broad

socio-economic groups.

lications and Recommendations for Further Research:
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Attitudes toward family planning are evidently depend-
ent on the life situation of the poor. These attitudes
consequently provide useful information on how the poor
feel about family pranning. Àrthough the specifíc rer_a-

tionship between family pranning attitudes and behaviours
(in this case, concerns with family pranning and actual
births), it hrilr like]y be useful in future research. À

person who lacks motivation, for any of a numbér of reasons,
is less likely to be successfur at family planning. This
finding will hopefully be usefur for those attempting to
"und.erstand" the family pranning "problems" of the poor.

The study of family pranning and the poor has import-
ant implications for sociar agencies providing family
planning services. Äs the research findings indicate,
special attention must be paid to the unique motivations
and i-nterests of the poor. rf a person has specific reasons

for her lack of concern with family planning, handing her
a packet of pi1ls will not necessarily help her prevent
pregnancy. similarry, if the rewards of bearing children
outweigh the advantage of delaying pregnancies, social
services will never be effective. Family planning services,
therefore must take account of the economic, social and

cultural factors which affect the decisions made by the poor.
Lastly, although the poor were treated as a homogen-

eous group for the purpose of this study, the group actuar-ly
contains many diverse ethnic and socio-demographic cate-
gories. Future studies might profitably investigate the
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values and attitudes of specific poverty
motives and recent immigrants) to better
family planning needs.

groups (such as

determine their

Conclusion:

The "l-ife situation of the poor', is a moderately suc-
cessful predictor of socio-economic differences in fertility
patterns and famiry planning concerns. A crear difference
between poor and non-poor subsamples emerged in the study
when the five attitude scales measuring rife situation were
correlated with four family planning concern scales. This
indicates that the life situation of the poor is positively
correl-ated with a lack of concern with famiry planning. Às

a result of sampling difficuj_ties, correJ_ations between the
life situation scales and actual births, (control_Iing for
the effect of age) did not demonstrate cl_ear differences
between poor and non-poor. rn spite of this, life situa-
tion tended to be negatively correlated with actual births
among the poorr âs expected

For future research and family planning services for
the poor, the "rife situation" concept shows prornise of
usefulness.
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The followlng pages contain the
ln the Farnily plannlng, Gynaecology, and

l.Iomenrs Centre Outpatfent Department for
l{ay 9th, Ig77 and endlng June 3rd, 1rg77.

que st lonnaire adminf s tered

Prenatal clÍnfcs heLd in the

a four week period begfnnfng
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FA}IILY PLANNING RESEARCH PROJECT

DEPARTHENT OF SOCIOLOGY
IINIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

The followlng questl-onnaire is part of the research being
carried out by the Famlly Planntng Research ProJect. We would 11ke
your opinions on family plannlng and other matters of lnterest.
Some personal fnformation is also requested, for purposes of
analysing the data only. There fs no need to slgn your name' since
all of the responses are anonytrous.

_e7 -
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. SECTION A
Flrst of all, we would lrke your opinions on some matters

concernlng size of farnrlies. prease fill in the branks or respond

with check marks (r/) where applicable.

1' Iühat do you regard as the ideal ¡rrmþs¡ of children for the average

Canadfan fanily today? (please check one)

No children

1 chlld

2 chfldren

3 chlldren

4 children

5 chfldren

6 or more chfldren

2- rf you have children, forget for a momenË the number you now have.

rf you could have exactly the number of children you wanted, how

many would you have?

children

3 ' How many of these v¡ou1d be boys and how many wourd be girrs?
boys gfrls no prelerence

4. How many chfldren do you expect to have given birth to bv the

tlme you are fifty years o1d?

chlldren
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5. How many llve-born children have you had including those rhat may

have dled?

children

6. How nany of these are boys and hov¡ many are gtrls?

boys g irl_ s

7 - Have you ever had any pregnancfes that did not result in a ltve
birth? (Please check one)

Yes, pregnancles

No

B. rn generaL, what do you thlnk ls the best length of tfme beEween

marrÍage and the birth of the first child?

months

or

years

9. Hov¡ much tl,ne do you thfnk there should be between the birth of

one chlld and the birth of the next one?

uonths

or

years

10. Are you currently pregnant? (please check one)

Yes

No
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SECTION B

The foll0wlng staterrenta are about fs'fly prannrng, populatfon,
status of women, sex and other fesues r¡hich are of relevance. I{e r+ould

1'ke you to express your oprnfon on each of the 
'tatenenta by circlfog

the number that most agrees wfth your feellngs on the subJect:

,strongrv Agree (r), Agree (2), Dfsagree (4), or stronßrv Dieagree (5).
lf you feel thst you donrt know, or ü you are uncertain, cr.rcle Donft
Kno¡¡ (3).

Strongly
ARree

1. How successful the children are gofng
to be 1n gettlng a good Job in the
future should receive much attentíon
by rnost parenta. 

¡.

Depends on
Círcumstancee
Uncertain Strongly

Agree Donrt Know Ðfsagree Olsagiee
(CIRCLE NIJHBER)

Ir3

, Havlng rnore chlldren than r*that I
thlnk fs the ideal number would make
It harder for me to glve them the
thlngs I r¿ant theur to have ln llfe.

J. One way to maintaln fenalesr physfcal
and mental health is to practlce
famfly plannfng.

4. Practfcfng family plannlng ia one way
to fnsure boÈh moËhersr and chfldrenia
well-befng.

Fanfly plannlng is fmportant both
for me and for other people.

5.
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Strongly
Agree

Depends on
Cf rCrrñStancea
Uncertaln Strongly

Agree Don't Knor¡ Disagree ofsaeieå

(CIRCLE NUHBER)

6. Each couple can control how many
chfldren they will have.

7. Newly narried couples should plan
ahead as to how nany chlidren they
should have.

8. It fs roy religlous duty to have
children.

i feel that I have noral oblfgatlons
to produce children durfng rny life
t lme.

10. The length of tfne between marriage
and the blrrh of rhe ffrst baby fã
a rnacter of economic consfderatLon.

11. Most parents always need enough
mo¡ley to care for their chlldren.

L2. People should be encouraged to
pracËice fanrfly plannlng aa a way
to help vrlth the noney sftuåtlon
ln their faml1y.

13. Parents should spend as much tÍ¡e
as they can wf.th Èhefr chfldren.

14. other countrfes may nor¡ have problems
because of too nany people but
Canada doesnrt..

Iq We nust all be concerned about the
Iarge nunber of persons befng born
1n thls country.



16. Ife nust do sonething about the over-
large number of people belng born ln
thfs country.
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Depends on
ClrcLrmstancee

Strongly Uncertaf.n Strongly
Agree Agree Donrt Know Disagree Dlsagree

(crRcLE NrJl,rBR)

L2345

L7. Our natural resources ere alreadv
befng threatened by the rn¡nber oi
people now befng born ln-.Canada. L Z 3 4 5

18. Ganada would be better off ff there
lrere rnore chlldren being born fn the
counrry.IZ345

19. IÈ ls lmportant to make plans for
oners llfe and noÈ, Just accept r¡hat
conea.LZ3q5

20. Wfth rhfngs the way rhey åre today,
a person ought to lrorry about the
present and not the future. L Z 3 4 5

2L. It 1s funportant to know clearly
1n advance your plans for the
future.12345

22. Plannfng only makes å person un-
happy slnce plans hardly ever work
our.]-2345

23. A pre-school child is llkely to
suffer 1f his morher works. L 2 3 4 5

24. A working mother can establlsh
Jusr as v¡arm and secure a relatLon-
shfp with her children of elemen-
tary school age a6 a nother l¡ho
doesnoruork. L Z 3 4 5
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Strongly
Agree

Depends on
ClrcurnBtancea
Uncertaln Scrongly

Agree Donrt l¿¡¡ow Disagree pi""g;eå.

(CIRCLE NTJHBER)

25. It fs nuch better for everyone
lnvolved ff the man fs the achlever
outside the home and the woman takes
care of the horne and faruily.

26. Women are nuch happfer ff they etayat hone and take care of theli
chlldren.

27. Young girls are entitled to as Euch
fndependence as young boys.

28. htonen should be consldered as serfouelv
a6 men for Jobs ås executivea or
po11t iciane.

29. If anyÈhlng serious happened to oneof the children whtle the mother úrasworklng, she could never forgive
herself.

30. Many of those fn v¡oments righte
organizatlons today seem to be
unhappy ¡nisfits.

31. A man and r¿oman ç¡ho martT should
have their first full aexual
experlence together.

32. f feel conffdent most of the tlme.

33. Slngle women should feet free tolnitlate sexual relations.
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Strongly
Agree

1

Depends on
Cfrcumstancee
Uncertafn Strongly

Agree Donrt Know Dissgree Dfsagree

(CIRCLE NTJHBER)

34. Prenarltal sex ls f,¡rong.

35. I would prefer to ¡narry a vlrgfn.

36. I an attractlve to persona of the
opposfte eex.

37. It ¡¡ou1d trouble ¡re
wlth prevfous sexual

Èo marry soneone
experfence.

38. A person can have numeroua sexual
affafrs and sr111 brlng deep,
endurlng emotlonal commitnent to
the person he or she narrles.

39. I an good-looklng.

40. Sex for its or¡n sake fs an empty,
hollow experience.

4L. I am popular.

42. Love 1s the only Èhfng rhat really
gives sex a meanlng.

43. I an happlest when f donrt have
to rrake declslons.

44. Some of the best things that happen
1n lffe are due to luck.

45. Llfe fe eseentfally a gatre of chance.
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Deperde on
Cfrcumståncea

Strongly Uncertafn Strongly
ARree Apree Donft Knor¿ Disagree Ofsaeieå

(crRcLE NtnßER)

46. Thfngs Just seeE to happen to Ee. L 2 3 4 5

47 . Everything r.rorth knowing has been
dlscoveredalready. I Z 3 4 5

48. Decfsfons withln the houeehold should
be nade by borh husband and wtfe. L 2 3 4 5

49. llarriages r¡ork besÈ r*ren the hueband
pays the bllls and the wife takes care
ofthechfldreu. I Z 3 4 5

50. The father should always have the
flnal say in discfplining rhe
ch1ldren.LZ345

51. A husband and wffe get along better
wtren they have lntereste and actfvltie8
lncommon. L Z 3 4 5

52. Fron tlrne to time, a husband and
r¡1fe should dfscuss how rnany chfldren
they would like to have. I Z 3 A 5

53. Slnce the woman fs the one lrho tâke6
the risk of gettlng pregnant, ft f6
up to her to declde r¡hfch forn of
blrth control the couple will use. 1 Z 3 4 s
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SECTION C

The followfng fnformation fs necessary in order to anaryze

the data. rt will not be used in any other way. rt is not necessary

to sign your name, as this fnformation will be kept confidential.

1. Irrhat is your present marr-tar status? (please check one)

Single

Married

Separated

Dlvorced

Cournon Law

Wfdowed

2. I^Ihat r¿as the lasÈ grade in school you actually completed?

Grade or Universfty year

3. rf appllcable, what was the lasÈ grade ln school your husband or

partner actually completed?

Grade or UniversiËy year

4. How old are vou?

years

5. If appllcable, how old is your husband or parÈner?

years
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6. In whaÈ occupatfon are you currently enployed?

Clerical (office)

Professlonal (Nurse, etc.) Other (Specify)

Housewlfe

7 ' rf applicable, 1n v¡trat occupatíon is your husband or partner presently
enployed ?

Carpenter Plunber

Business ordner or nanager 

- 

unempr-oyment rnsurance Beneflts

Sales Clerk

I^Ialtress and Food Services Student

Technicfan

Telephone Operator

Unenployment Insurance Beneflts

Socfal AssisÈance (vrelfare, Mothersf
allowance, etc. )

I.Iorkmen t s Coupensatiom

Social Asslstance (welfare, etc.)

Other (Spectfy)

$10,000 - 11,ggg

$12,000 - L5,999

$16,000 ard over

8. rn general, what was your famfly fncome for the past year, incruding
earnings, welfare, and so on?

Labourer

Salesman

Constructlon l{orker

$2,000 - 3,ggg

$4,ooo - 5,ggg

$6,ooo - 7,ggg

$8,000 - g,ggg
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Dld you receive any form of socfal

allor¿ance, unernploynent lnsurance,

past Ear?

Yes

assistance (welfare, motherr s

etc.) at any tlme during Ehe

08. Presbyterian
09. Roman Catholfc
10.
t_L .

Salvatlon Arny
Ul,calnlan Catholic

L2. United Church
13. None
L4. Other (Specify)

No

10. What ls your relfglon

01. AngJ_ican
02. Bapttsr'
03. Greek Orthodox
04. Jewfsh
05. LuËheran
06. Mennonite
07. Pentecostal

or denomination?

11. I.Ihat effect would you say relfgfon has

everythlng I do.IË affects

It has some effect on ury ltfe.

Rellglon has 1ittle or no effect

on your lffe? (please check one)

on my l1fe.

L2. hlhere are you presently resldlng?

Ilfnnlpeg

In a cÍty or town other than

In a rural area

hllnnipeg

Thank you very much for completing thfs questionnalre. your cooÞeration
is greatly appreciaËed.
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